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Baskets & Brogue 
'The Basket Lady' 
meets The Drovers. 
Section B 
Not quite 
Women's basketball team 
fails in upset attempt. • 
. 
Page l2A 
Some residence halls to lose weekend meals 
By ADAM McHUGH 
Staff writer 
Starting next fall, residents of the Gregg 
1Dad and Pemberton Hall wiU be forced to 
uek elsewhere for weekend meals when 
Food Service closes the cafeterias of all 
four halls on Saturdays and Sundays. 
Limited student patronage of the cafete-
rias on weekends prompted the move to 
close the cafeterias of McKinney, Ford, 
Weller and Pemberton halls. 
"It just didn't seem responsible for us to 
keep them open with each serving Jess than 
100 people," said Beverly Sterling, director 
of Eastem's Food Service. 
Sterling said both Gregg and Pemberton 
have been serving less than 50 percent of 
Explanation 
to ride with 
Gus Bus 
By JOHN FERAK 
Campus editor 
As a result of last week's meet-
ing that discussed the plight of the 
Gus Bus program, plans have 
been put in the works to provide 
students with a written explana-
tion of the service. 
Eileen Sullivan, assistant stu-
dent activities director, said that a 
written disclaimer will be provid-
ed for students who use the bus. 
"It'll make it clear to all 
patrons on the bus that we pro-
vide this as a service and that the 
students are riding the bus on 
their own accord." Sullivan said. 
"We talked about how we need to 
improve communications with 
Mayflower and their bus drivers." 
their residents, which is unacceptable com-
pared with the other residence halls. 
"With attendance so low, there is really 
no need for Gregg and Pemberton to waste 
s uch things as aluminum foil and paper 
cups," Sterling said. 
Sterling added that both cafeterias would 
be open on weekends during final exam 
weeks and a few other special occasions to 
lbe announced later. 
Food Service is also instituting several 
menu revisions for the fa ll semester. 
Residence halls will rotate their meal pro-
grams on a six-week schedule, which 
Sterling says will offer more selections to 
students. 
With the new system, meals will rotate 
week-to-week between dining halls of the 
Smoke scare 
following residence balls: Andrews-
Thomas, Carman, Stevenson Tower, 
Taylor-Lawson and the Triad on weekdays 
only. 
Currently, ha lls such as Taylor and 
Thomas serve the same entree every week-
day for lunch. Those halls will be rotating 
their noon-hour emrees to give students a 
better variety in f<>OO choice. 
"This change w ill give students many 
more options and still be able to have their 
favorites," Sterling said. 
Sterling said the change to rotate the 
meal programs was made for the conve-
nience of the students. 
"The feedback from staff and students 
has been great, they all seem excited about 
the changes," Sterling said. 
Robert Buikema, assistant director of 
F<>OO Service, said, ••we hope that this new 
system will be accepted, that's what we're 
trying to find out right now with the insti-
tuting of the revisions." 
Specialty meals, such as Thanksgiving 
and Christmas Dinners, will remain the 
same in the hall, as will Sunday's brunch 
meal. 
Sterling said Food Service has already 
instituted changes in response to student 
complaints regarding portion size and the 
number of selections available. 
Last fall, Food Service began allowing 
residents of any university hall to eat in any 
another campus cafeteria. Starting this fall, 
students' Food Service IDs will be com-
bined with their student IDs into one card. 
KEVIN KILHOFFER/Assoc. photo editor 
Lou Hencken, acting vice pres-
ident for student affairs, met with 
student leaders and Gus Bus orga-
nizers Friday and discussed the 
program. Questions were raised 
concerning the safety of the indi-
viduals riding the bus. 
Witnesses claimed the driver 
failed to contact police and moni-
tors on the bus failed to intervene 
as a student was beaten by other 
passengers. 
Charlesron firefighters put away their equipment after extinguishing a fire in the trash chute of Stevenson Tower late Thursday evening. 
According to Lincoln Stevenson Douglas complex director Marianne Vankeuren, there were no injuries or damage to tlte building. The cause of 
the fire is currenrly under investigation. 
The Gus Bus, which is a pro-
gram designed to offer students a 
safe alternative to drinking and 
driving, will take its regular 
rounds this weekend. The bus will 
run from 9 p.m. to l a.m. to and 
from the city's bars. 
Although plans are still tenta-
tive for the written disclaimer, 
Sullivan said a paper will either 
be given on ilhe bus or be posted 
as a sign explaining the purpose 
of the service. 
Hencken said that in addition to 
the written explanation, there will 
be more attention paid to those 
selected to serve as Gus Bus mon-
itors providing security. 
''There will be follow-up phone 
calls to the monitors on the 
Thursday beforehand so that we 
" Continued on page 2A 
Senate split on how to divide student fee 
By SHERRY SIDWELL 
Student government editor 
Will students vote for a $20 fee increase if 
they know that an additional $46 comes with 
it, and what is the best way to infonn st11dents 
of this extra fee? 
These are questions the Student Senate is 
hoping to answer before the proposed $20 fee 
can be included as a referendum on the April 
21 spring election ballot. 
At Wednesday's senate meeting, the senate 
tabled the proposed referendum which would 
have students vote on a $20 increase in stu-
dents ' annual fees for computer technology on 
campus. 
This increase is a portion of a larger pro-
posed $66 student fee increase for next year. 
Of this, $60 is a recommendation from the 
Council on University Planning and Budget, 
$5 is for the Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union and $1 is for a grant-in-aid release. 
Booth to still receive funds 
despite change in fee 
increase. See story page 3A 
Of the $60 recommended from the Council 
on University Planning and Budget, $40 is for 
the Health Service and $20 is for the computer 
technology. 
The referendum spar'ked senate debate over 
whether it should include information on the 
remaining $46 part of che fee. 
Senate member Dan Byer said that he 
would not vote on the issue until information 
on the $46 increase was included on the refer-
endum. 
"Looking at the referendum as it currently 
reads, it would be a logical assumption to 
think the whole increase will only be $20," 
Byer said. "Students have a right to know 
what the entire amount will be, and if we 
don't tell them they're not going to know. 
"As it stands, students might be apt to say 
'well, it's only $20' and vote for it witbout 
knowing that it's not only $20," Byer said. 
Speaker of the Senate Luke Neumann said 
the $46 fee would not appear on the referen-
dum because the Student Government consti-
tution forbids putting increases of existing 
fees on student referendums. The proposed 
$20 is a new fee, which is consti tutionally 
allowable as a referendum issue. 
"The other $46 increase is an increase of 
fees that a lready exist," Neumann said. 
"Students aren't going to be voting on it." 
Byer said he feels it is unethical to not 
include the $46 on the referendum. 
"The entire increase needs to be spelled out 
where studencs have the information directly 
in front of them. 
• Continued on page 2A 
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Booth may get more money 
By STEPHANIE CARROLL 
Slaff writer 
Even though the administration 
bas decided to scrap its $10 
library fee, Eastem's acting vice 
president for student affairs said 
lhe school would probably be able 
ro increase the library's funding 
next year. 
Booth Library would receive 
funds from a combination of 
money generating plans, said Lou 
Hencken, the acting vice presi-
dent. 
The Council on University 
Planning and Budget proposed a 
$10 library fee as part of a $60 
per-year package of new student 
fees and fee increases. In the pre-
vious plan, students were to pay 
$40 for the Health Service, $10 
for computer services and $10 for 
Booth. 
The current plan has students 
paying $40 for the Health Service 
this weekend at 
and $20 for the computer services. 
A total of $66 in fees have been 
proposed for next year. The 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union has requested $5 in student 
fees, while an additional $1 will 
be added to the grant-in-aid pro-
gram which goes toward fi nancial 
aid. 
Hencken said the extra $10 fee 
originally planned to go to Booth 
was dropped after learning the 
Illinois Board of Higher Edu-
cation would prohibit its use. 
IBHE rules do not allow universi-
ties to charge students to use 
libraries. 
"We've found that the IBHE 
bas specifics on what fees can and 
cannot be used for." he said. "This 
would not be permitted by the 
IBHE." 
Hencken said the cancellation 
of the $10 fee might not be the 
end of increased Booth funding 
because the administration will 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
Jordanian man charged in the 
World Trade Center bombing 
overstayed his tourist visa for four 
years wirhout detection. And the 
government still doesn't know 
how the Pakistani man charged 
with killing two people outside 
CIA headquarters in January got 
into the country. 
The headlines of recent weeks 
have placed America\ immigra-
tion policies under renewed scruti-
ny and put the officials in charge 
on the defensive. 
"Our perfonnance has been less 
than perfect," Secretary of State 
Warren Christopher acknowl-
edged Wednesday as he called for 
"a more rigorous approach" to 
immigration enforcement. 
Immigration and Naturalization 
Service officials say there may be 
3 million to 5 million illegal 
immigrants in the United Scates. 
ranging from those who use fake 
documents to enter to those who 
use no documents at all, simply 
slipping across porous borders. 
Lawmakers this week won a 
pledge of more attention for the 
INS from the woman who will 
oversee the oft-neglected agency-
new Attorney General Janet Reno. 
"I want to focus on INS." Reno 
said during her confirmation hear-
ing. "I want to see the best com-
missioner possible appointed. 
1 want to make sure that the 
resources are allocated." 
But experts say they expect lit-
tle immediate change, in part 
because Congress cannot decide 
whether it wants to emphasize 
security or the openness that 
Mother's. 
• • 
Friday: $125 Bottles (MGD,MGD Light) 
$100 Kamikaze 
Free Sloppy Joe's Early! 
Saturday: the best deals in town! 
$150 Pitchers 
$1 00 Bottles 
$100 Bar Drinks 
find the money elsewhere. The 
$10 library fee would have given 
the library about $100,000 extra 
per year. 
Eastern has been looking at dif-
ferent reallocation plans that the 
council recommended to generate 
and save $1.6 million on campus. 
These dollars would be generated 
through an increase in student fees 
as well as through the reorganiza-
tion of Eastern 's six colleges, 
Hencken said. 
Hencken said the Council also 
set the order of priority for three 
areas of funding that would be 
restored by the reallocation. Those 
areas are staff and faculty salary 
increases, library books and 
instructional equipment. 
The increased library funding 
would restore a $100,000 cut in 
library funding made last year that 
resulted in several journal sub-
scriptions being dropped and a 
freeze on new book purchases. 
brings in tourist dollars and pro-
motes business. 
The debate follows revelations 
that Mohammed Salameh, a 25-
year-old Jordanian arrested in the 
Nev. York bombing. had been in 
the United States illegally since 
1988. even though police say he 
was known by their anti-terrorism 
unit. 
And Sheik Omar Abdel-
Rahman, an Egyptian cleric 
whose followers include Salameh. 
is in the country through a series 
of errors - despite being on a 
440,000-name watchlist of poten-
tially ineligible foreigners. 
A similar story emerged after 
the Jan. 25 shootings outside the 
CIA complex in northern Virginia. 
Mir Aimal Kansi, 28, a Pakis-
tani. was charged only after he 
had fled the United States. He had 
entered the country in 1991 -
authorities still don't know exactly 
how - and filed an asylum claim 
in early 1992. 
The asylum request won Kansi 
a routine one-year work permit, 
which he used to get a Virginia 
driver's license, which in turn 
allowed him to purchase the AK-
47 police contend he used in the 
killings. 
"That's what is truly crazy 
about his case," said state prose-
cutor Robert Horan. The probe 
has spotlighted numerous failures 
in the immigration control system, 
he said. 
"I for one have been astounded 
at the number of people we ran 
into, just in the course of this 
investigation, who are in this 
country illegally," said Horan. 
• 
Puy one pair of tinted or 
clear soft contacts with 
an exam and get a 
SPARE PAIR of our 
Standard Clear soft 
lenses ... FREE. 
1/3 OFF 
Complete 
Glasses 
Frames and lenses. 
Choose from such famous names: 
Avant& Garde. Benetton. ByBlos, 
Cazal. Charroe Chaplin. Cote 
d'Azure. EnVue. Gucci, L'Amy, 
1 sonl, Nina Ricci, Swank and 
•mill!llj many more. 
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Contacts 
Includes Exam 
THIRSTY1S 
F IDAY BEER WA 
Thirsty's Bombs the Competition! 
SATURDAY DANCE NIGHT! 
- $1.0° Cover Till 10 p.m. -
DRAFTS 25¢ PITCHERS s2.00 
ALL L ONG NECKS - $1 . 00 
AMARETTO SOUR 75¢ BLUETAIL FLY 
SEX ON THE BEACH $1 00 
LONG ISLAND ICE TEA • 
New D.J. • New Music-Requests, 
"Eric is Coming On Strong!!" 
Pinf(Pantfier 'Tryouts . 
• Informational Meeting: Monday, March 15 
8:00 p.m. Coleman Hall Auditorium 
• Tryouts: M arch 30, 31, April 1 
6:00 - 10:00 p.m. McAfee South 
BRANDEE LUCAS/Staff photographer 
Mindful mending 
FJxmy Sherman. a sophomore elementary education major, says she's 
•111rning a split into a slit" while mending a robe Thursday afternoon 
ill the Craft Depot located in the Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
Send Some 
L-.ick 0' 
Th~ I~i8h 
to your friends by placing a 
MT. P~rI&IU..:'8 
DA..T 
PEI&li!ION.&.I ... 
In The Daily 
Eastern News 
on Wednesday, 
March 17. 
$5 buys 15 
words 
or less plus 
your choice of artwork! 
DEADLINE: 
Friday March 12, 1993. 
Fill out forms in Student 
Publications 
office in Buzzard Building. 
A. B. C. 
\ 
Dancers vary styles 
for big performance 
By ARINNE CURTIS 
Staff writer 
The EIU Dancers will be per-
forming this weekend to the beat of 
"Rhythm is a Dancer," their theme 
for the 1993 spring recital. 
The dancers will take the stage at 
7 p.m. Friday and Saturday in 
McAfec Gym. There is no admis-
sion charge. 
"Rhythm is a Dancer," by hip-
hop band Snap, wa~ chosen as the 
theme for the recital because it 
includes a variety of rhythms, said 
Wendy Goebel. a publicity repre-
sentative for the dancers. 
"It's like a tribute to all forms of 
dance," Goebel said. " It':; the finale 
also." 
Nancy Nordtvedt, one of the 
directors of the E IU Dancers. said 
the group gives a recital every 
spring hoping to bring dance to the 
Charleston area. 
"(Dance) is one of the arts that 
should be rcprc:.cntcd here because 
it is pan of our culture," Nordtvcdt 
said. "Many people are not exposed 
to it and do not recognize it as an 
art or a\ part of our culture." 
For their biggest performance of 
the school year. the EIU Dancers 
will dance to 23 choreographed 
routines with a variety of styles, 
such as ballet, jazz, tap. hip-hop 
and African dance, Goebel said. 
The routines will be divided into 
two acts. 
Goebel said the selected num-
bers have been staggered according 
to style in order to appeal to a large 
audience. 
The 23-member troupe will 
' ' It 's like a tribute to 
all forms of dance. 
Wendy Goebel 
publicity representative 
' ' 111111 
dance to two songs by Enya. a jazz 
piece by K.L.F. and a song by the 
former pop group Eurythmics, 
Goebel said. Several of the selec-
tions have hit the top 40 list of pop-
ular music. 
Since fall semester, the EIU 
Dancers have been rehearsing for 
the recital under the direction of 
Nordtvedt and Jeanna McFarland, 
dance instructor in the physical 
education department. Both chore-
ographed a few of the routines. 
The EIU Dancers, recognized for 
a1 least 12 years. is a non-competi-
tive organization for students with 
strong interests and abilities in all 
fonns of dance. Goebel said. 
Vice President Shannon Crowley 
said the purpose of the dance com-
pany is ''to give people an opportu-
nity to show their interests and tal-
ents." 
The dancers performed at the 
Miss Black EIU pageant in Feb-
ruary and have plans to work with 
the music department in April. 
The recital is sponsored by the 
physical education department. 
FURNISHED APTS. 
POOL& 
SUND ECK 
9 MONTH LEASE 
RATES AS LOW AS 
$160 PER PERSON 
Call 
345-6000 
LINCOLNWOOD 
PINETREE APTS. 
(Across from Carman Hall) 
VISA 
and 
MASTERCARD 
are NOW 
accepted 
at 
The Daily 
Eastern 
News 
EIU Dancers Present 
"Rhythm Is A 
Dancer .. 
1993 Spring Performance 
Friday March 12 & 
Saturday March 13 
7pm McAfee Stage 
Admission Free 
Sponsored by the Physical Education Department 
If you signed a lease 
for fall '93 for the 
following Apts. 
please call our office 
715 Grant Apt. 103 
715 Grant Apt. 203 
1627 S. -,.. Apt. 108 
1627 S.-,.. Apt. 112 
SEARCH NO MORE 
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus 
Now Leasing 
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS 
(Across from the Union on 7th) 
• 1,2 &3 Bedroom St. James Place 
Furnished Units (1905) S. 12th St.) 
• Free Trash & Parking • 1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Central A. C. • Fully furnished 
• Dishwashers • A. C. 
• Microwaves 
·Balconies 
• Newly Remodeled 
• Laundry & Parking 
Still Available For Fall 
Call Anytime 348-14 79 For appointment 
or drop by rental office on Grant St. 
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - F 
The Drovers (1- r): Daue Callahan, Jackie, Mike 
Kirkpatrick, Sean Cleland and Winston Damon. 
Photo courtesy Tantrum Records. 
Back in Brogue 
By STEVE LYSAKER 
Not many unsigned 
bands can say they have a 
deal to act in and do music 
for a film by a major direc-
tor with some fairly big 
name stars. 
"The producer was try-
ing to put in the final piece 
of the puzzle, how to put 
(Madeline Stowe) in a band 
that would be Irish yet, I 
don't know, whatever you 
call it - cutting edge, hip, 
cool - like us," laughed 
Dave Callahan, bassist for 
The Drovers who will be 
appearing in and doing 
music for Michael ("Gorillas 
in the Mist") 
upcoming 
film "Blink. " 
The film 
features 
Stowe, who 
recently 
starred 
opposite 
Apted's 
Daniel Day-Lewis in "The 
Last of the Mohicans," as a 
fictional member of The 
Drovers who was blinded 
as a child, but has her sight 
restored with a transplant 
operation. 
"(Stowe) has a lot of 
psychological problems, 
not like she's a looney, but 
she's got this traumatic 
experience to overcome 
throughout her life," Calla-
han explained. "An eye 
donor comes through for 
her and so she now has 
these eyes and she's learn-
ing how to see again. 
"Since she lost her eye-
sight at, like, age eight, it's 
very difficult for her to 
process what she sees -
she's still at that stage even 
though she's about 25 
years old. 
11An "Callah yway, an 
said, cutting to the chase, 
"one of her neighbors is 
murdered and raped and 
she walks out into the hall 
and looks at the guy, but 
doesn't really see him." 
"Later on, this hallucina-
tion shows up of this mur-
derer and she realizes she 
has a delayed understand-
ing of everything she sees -
so this guy ends up reading 
about her and- oh, I'm 
giving away the whole 
story," Callahan said, 
adding that Stowe later 
becomes involved with a 
Chicago detective played 
by Aidan Quinn. 
"But she's still with the 
band in the end which is 
the nice thing," Callahan 
said happily before point-
ing out that Stowe has 
been taking fiddle lessons 
for her part from the 
group's own fiddler Sean 
Cleland. "She's getting 
good for some-
really 
one who's 
only been 
playing 
for about 
three 
weeks." 
CaJla-
han said 
The Drovers, who per-
formed in Charleston in 
January and will play at 
Friends & Co. - The Dun-
geon on March 16, have 
already written three new 
songs for the film and will 
begin shooting their scenes 
in April. 
11There are certain 
things that have to be 
taken into account like time 
for dialogue," Callahan 
said. "There's dialogue 
going on through some of 
it - so we knock out a 
verse, or extend the solo, 
or something like that." 
Callahan said the whole 
process has been "pretty 
smooth" and "interesting." 
"The producer just 
wants to make the best 
possible movie with the 
music we're capable of," 
he said. 11lt's an interesting 
experience to watch a cou-
ple of people from the film 
industry who are thorough-
ly focused on seeing this 
thing through, that's some-
thing you don't see much 
of in the rock 'n ' roll world 
- focused people." 
Hey, Hey 
It's the 
'Basket Lady' 
Jamie Willis is the 'basket lady' 
and she don't go weavin' around 
By JENNIFER 
PIATCHEK 
Did you have your fiber 
today? 
You can bet your bot-
tom dollar that Mattoon 
resident Jamie Willis did 
and that she has for many 
years. 
And now, her work is 
paying off. She is featured 
in "Function into Form: 
Sculptural Basketry by 
Jamie Willis," a one per-
son exhibition at the Tar-
ble Arts Center continuing 
through March 21. 
"I am really excited," 
Willis said. ''I've never 
been in a show all by 
myself before. I had exhib-
ited some watercolors in a 
show and a while back 
when they had a women's 
artist exhibit, I had some 
pieces there. 
"Most of my back-
ground was in two-dimen-
sional art, but when I dis-
covered basketry," she 
added, "my work became 
three-dimensional." 
Willis, who won a grant 
from the Illinois Arts 
Council, is featured 
through an Artist-ln-Resi-
dency program. This pro-
gram allows her to teach 
at local junior high schools 
as well as teach a work-
shop at Tarble. 
"I have a really interest-
ing adult core group that 
finished up (Wednesday) at 
the Tarble," she said. "The 
group was really creative. 
They all took different 
directions. It was really var-
ied. We had a lot of fun." 
Fitting the "Year of the 
American Crafts" motif at 
Tarble, Willis' collection 
consists of baskets made of 
"anything," she said. 
"Some are made from 
handmade paper, some 
are ceramic and natural 
materials. 
"I use other natural 
materials: grapevines, 
branches, maple, wools, 
jute, metals - I like the 
metals because they have a 
good surface texture." 
Although Willis had 
hoped for 15 pieces to be 
displayed, only 13 made it 
to the show. "I wasn't 
pleased with one of the 
pieces. It didn't turn out as 
well as I'd hoped and 
another took too long. I 
thought it was going to be 
ready." 
However, Willis said 
that this disappointment 
didn't last very long. The 
location of the exhibit 
more than makes up for it. 
"The Tarble is such a 
great facilitator. It is cen-
trally located and well 
respected. It was good for 
me and some people got 
to see things, such as fiber 
art, that they probably 
wouldn't have ever seen 
before. It's been real nice," 
she said. 
Willis continues to wrap 
up her scheduled work-
shops at schools in Paris, 
Moweaqua, Mattoon and 
Charleston, Illinois, as well 
as her senior center lecture 
demonstrations in those 
areas. 
"There has been a good 
response," Willis said of 
her lectures. "In fact, one 
center has asked me back 
to do two workshops." 
"Function into Form: 
Sculptural Basketry by 
Jamie Willis" is on view in 
the Brainard Gallery at the 
Tarble. 
Steve Lysaker I Staff photograpl, · 
Baskets, baskets, baskets: a few examples of Willfs 
work. · · 
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o motives found in shooting 
PENSACOLA. Fla. (AP) - Invesligators found 
evidence Thuri;day of a conspiracy in the shoot-
g death of a doctor outside his abonion clinic. 
e anti-abortion demonstrator who reportedly con-
sed was ordered held without bond. 
In the wake of what's believed to be the nation's 
first killing stemming from an abortion demonstra-
tion. clinics around the country tightened security 
d women's groups urged Congress to approve 
legislation making the blocking of clinics a federal 
e. 
At conservative Pensacola's two abortion clinics, 
lice increased security. 
"The whole community feels violated by the 
tilling." Mayor Jerry Maygarden said. 
A candlelight vigil in Gunn 's memory was 
ed in Pensacola for Thursday night. 
Michael Frederick Griffin. once described by his 
wife as suffering "great fits of violence," was 
Ordered held without bond. A day earlier, he shot 
Dr. David Gunn, calmly surrendered and confessed, 
auhtorities said. 
"At this time we have no evidence to indicate a 
conspiracy exists," police Sgt. Jerry Potts said. 
"The case is not closed, but I can't say we antici-
pate additional arrests." In Washington, several 
national groups urged an FBI investigation of "anti-
choice violence." The shooting, abortion rights 
advocates said, is indicative of growing extremism 
m the anti-abortion movement. 
''The government needs to ensure that vigilantes, 
terrorists and religious extremists do not take away 
our basic right to choose." said Kate Michelman, 
president of the National Abortion Rights Action 
League. 
Randall Terry. a leader of the anti-abortion group 
Operation Rescue, called the killing an ''inappropri-
ate. repulsive act," but he also called Gunn a mur-
derer of babies. 
Griffin, 31. was charged with murder. He is 
accused of firing three shots at Gunn from a .38-cal-
iber revoh er at point-blank range. 
Gunn, 47. was getting out of his car at the back 
door of the Pensacola Women's Medical Services as 
anti-abonion demonstrators picketed the clinic. 
Via a television hookup between lhe jail and the 
Escambia County Courthouse. Griffin asked Judge 
William J. Green for a blanket and a Bible for his 
cell. 
"l would like to keep my Bible as one of my 
legal document:.," Griffin said. Green referred him 
to jail administrators. who wouldn't comment on 
the requests. 
Griffin also asked to represent himself. but the 
judge didn't rule on that request. 
Although the slaying is believed to be unique in 
the long struggle over abortion, it wasn't the first 
time Pensacola has been the site of anti-abortion 
violence. 
On Christmas Day in 1984. abortion foes bombed 
two doctors' offices and twice bombed a clinic here. 
Four people were convicted. 
In March 1986, six protesters were arrested after 
they stormed into the same clinic, damaging equip-
ment and injuring two women. One was John Burt, 
a leader of Wednesday's protest at Gunn 's clinic. 
Gunn, who lived in Eufaula, Ala .. also performed 
abortions at clinics in Alabama and Georgia, com-
muting by plane. 
"He was such a caring, compassionate physi-
cian,'' said K.B. 
Kohls. director of Beacon Women's Center in 
Montgomery. Ala., where Gunn worked. ''These 
women really do feel like he gave his life for them." 
President Clinton contacted the Pensacola home of 
Gunn 's brother to offer his condolences, Kohls said. 
Clinton's new attorney general, Janet Reno, 
called the shooting a "horrible and tragic crime," 
adding. "We're going to explore it and do every-
thing lhat is appropriate under the circumstances. 
We 'II be as careful and as vigorous as possible on 
this." Gunn's Pensacola clinic was closed Thursday. 
Gunn was the only doctor at Pensacola's other abor-
tion clinic, The Ladies Center. 
Details of Griffin's personal history emerged 
Thursday. 
Operation Rescue and other anti-abortion groups 
attempted to put distance between themselves and 
Griffin. 
Operation Rescue spokesman Bob Jewett said 
Griffin was undergoing counseling before the 
shooting. 
Three men arrested for dual murders 
SPRINGFIELD. Ill. (AP) -
Three Springfield men were 
being held Thuri.day in lhe shoot-
mgs of two women found dead 
earlier lhis week. 
Police arrested the three men 
late Wednesday and Thursday, 
less than 24 hours after the body 
of Lori Caruthers, of Waverly, 
was found in a ditch. The body of 
her friend, Mischel! Knepler, of 
New Berlin, was found a day ear-
lier in a car in an alley. Both dis-
appeared Monday. 
"This is not a case of random 
violence. This is not a case 
involving a serial killer," 
Sangamon County Assistant 
State's Attorney Pat Kelley said 
in announcing the arrests. "By all 
appearances, the victims in this 
case were acquainted with the 
suspects." Sangamon County 
Judge Tom Appleton found prob-
able cause to detain the men on 
expectation of homicide charges, 
Kelley said. The judge set bail at 
$750,000 for Richard Pallante 
and Jeremy Greer. both 20. and 
$500,000 for Anthony Walker, 
19. 
Prosecutors were scheduled to 
file formal charges at 3 p.m. 
Friday, Kelley said. 
Details supplied to the judge 
during the closed-court session 
were not released. 
"This case has moved so 
quickly that we don 't have all the 
information ... on our desks right 
now,'' said Kelley, chief investi-
gator of the case. "When we get 
it, we'll decide who's charged 
wilh what." Authorities original-
ly believed the first body to be 
that of Carulhers. They said con-
fusion arose because Knepler 
was found in a Caruthers' family 
Pagliai's Pizza 
Free Delivery 
Free Semi-thick Crust after 1 O p.m. Everyday 
Good With All Specials 
car. 
Rick Caruthers, Lori's father, 
said she left his home Sunday 
afternoon to go to Knepler's 
house. He said his daughter had 
been living in Springfield after 
her high school graduation last 
spring. but moved back in early 
January. 
The women left Knepler's 
home early Monday, telling 
Knepler's mother they were 
going to get a job for Caruthers. 
Springfield resident Jitonda 
Estes, who lives near the alley, 
said she heard two shots between 
7 p.m. and 9 p.m. Monday, but 
thought nothing of it because she 
often bears gunfire. 
San-gamon County Coroner 
Norman Richter said both women 
apparently had been shot in the 
head with a large caliber hand-
gun. 
Alternative 
TONIGHT! 
25( 
DRAFTS 
NO COVER 
SATURDAY 
25¢ 
DRAFTS 
OR CANS 
~Joker's ~TONIGHT 
Country Night 
Illinois Top 
Country DJ 
Dave Merdith $1!>.Q 
LONG-NECKS 
SATURDAY NITE 
Live Band: 
Citizen Kvne 
Rock & Roll 
Alternative-Techno $122 
LONG NECKS 
I Fitness Center: A Total Health Experience I 
1 Get Your Spring Break 1 
I Tans Early! I 
: 15 TANS FOR $30 : 
I Wolff Tanning Beds with face tanner and new bulbs I 
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E, CLOSE TO CAMPUS , 
ISHED HOUSES FOR 93· 
SCHOOL YEAR. TWO PEO-
PER BEDROOM, 10 1/2 
• LEASE, $175/MO., 345-
48. EVENINGS. 
.__ _______ 517 
7 9TH STREET. 5 BED· 
M APT.-$900/MONTH 
180/EACH) . 10 MONTH 
SE. 2 BEDROOM APT. 
O/MONTH ($160/EACH). 
MONTH LEASE. CALL 345-
;.------,----·3112 
r campus, nice one bed· 
apartments, range, refrig., 
es provided. No pets. 2 
ons max. $300/mo. 345· 
________ .3/12 
EAR LOS/LANTZ: comtort· 
e, affordable 3-BR house 
3-BR apartment, available 
94 (also individual spaces 
summer), 345-2754/581-
3/18 
.., __ R_G_E_2_B,....,E,_,.D-R......,O......,O,..,.M.....,,,T...,..OWN-
SE GREAT FOR 3-4 PEO· 
LE. 9 MONTH LEASE . 
RNISHED, BASIC CABLE 
ID, DISHWASHER, AND 
RBAGE DISPOSAL. CALL 
NGSTOWN, 345-2363. 
ml!....-----..,..----5/7 
rtment 1 bedroom, 2 bed-
m, 3 bedroom. Furnished. 
Non-drinkers preferred .Call 
nle Lanman 348-0157 or 
148. 
··---..,..-.........,--~4/2 
UMMER ONLY, 3·5 BED· 
M HOUSES: 1806 11TH, 
2ND, 314 POLK, $500/600 
MER. CALL 348·5032 
..., _________ .4/2 
4, 5 Bedroom House tor 
Spring. Near Square. 10-
lease. 345-5728. 
·Quasar 25" console-$175. 
ereo: receiver, turntable, 
akers·$75. 1981 Chevrolet 
allbu station wagon $750. 
tor? 345-4426 
~---,,.---,,.....,..,.--,..,.,.--:517 
's silver/gold wedding ring-
50. Man's silver Bulova 
tron watch $225. Woman's 
length fur coat·$100. Trade 
345·4426 
STEROID ALTERNATIVES-
CYBERGENICS, ICOPRO, HOT 
STUFF, TWIN LABS, WEIDER, 
UNIVERSAL. DIET AIDS, STIM· 
ULANTS. FREE CATALOG 
PHYSICAL ATIRACTIONS. 1· 
800-397 ·4 777. 
_________ 3129 
Rela1ively new 1200-based rate 
internal modem. Compatible 
with an IBM PC. $30/0BO. 348· 
1353 attar 4 weekdays; ask tor 
Mike 
_________ 3112 
2 BUS TICKETS, ROUND·TRIP 
TO DAYTONA. GOOD FROM 3-
18 THAU 4·18·93. $100 EA., 
REG. $280 EA. BUS LEAVES 
FROM MATIOON. CALL 581 · 
5302 
_________ .3/12 
For Sale: White formal, size 11. 
Long, lace with a bolero jacket. 
Never worn. Phone 581-5728 
3115 
=-F R=-=E=E...,· s=-=T=-A,..,N..,.,D"'l,.,.N,-:G,....,..L-=-o -=F=T. FIT 
ANY DORM ROOM. $80 OBO. 
345-4719 
3118 
-FO-R...,S_A_L_E_: ...,..S_,,.E..,.G_A_G_EN_E- SIS 2 
GAMES $110.00. 348-1831 
----,..----,,....---,--3117 
All Mary Kay Cosmetics prod-
ucts 25-50% off. Call 348-1067 
_________ 3/12 
1980 Plymouth Horizon BIO. 
348-1666. Ask for Cindy 
_________ 3/16 
Spreadsheet SOFTWARE: 
MICROSOFT EXCEL tor WIN· 
DOWS Ver. 4.0 (Latest Version) 
New and unregistered-$100, 
Phone 345-7988 
Found: Keys on Post Oak 
Drive/South 4th on 3/5. Claim at 
Daily Eastern News. 
-----,,-.,,,..,....,...,....,........,~3/15 
LOST: 2 YEAR OLD, WHITE, 
FEMALE BULLDOG AROUND 
10:00 P.M. ON 3/9 NEAR 
DOMINOS. CONTACT 348· 
1425. 
_________ 3/15 
Lost: Yellow l.D. holder with IDs 
and key. Please call 581-6730 it 
found. 
3115 
,..L-=-o-=-s=T:-B°""L...,A-::C,.,..K,......,B"'"A"""c=-K""."" TO 
DIRECTORS CHAIR. IF 
FOUND CALL 348-5285 
3116 
Found: Last week coin purse in 
Library. Identify to claim. 
Contact business office. 
_________ 3/16 
JIMMY: THANKS FOR YOUR 
PATIENCE AND LOVE. YOU'LL 
DO GREAT IN THE MR. E.t.U. 
BODYBUILDING CONTEST. I 
LOVE YOUl-NATALIE 
_________ .3/12 
Calvin and Hobbes 
ti01 ! Wl«t UP! 
CCME QU\CK.' 
Doonesbury 
Do '{Q\J n.m~K l0~£ IS 
t-lOn\l~G B\ll f\ 8100\~~\CAL 
~1>.c:no~ w:,1~B> 1t> 
t.\i\~£ S\J~E CYJR 
~r:.~E5 G£I 
PA5SE\) o~? 
Jamaican Tan: 12 Tans, $34. All 
in stock venus bikinis $29. Get 
ready for Spring Break at 
Jamaican Tan. 41 O 7th Street. 
348-0018 
_________ 3/15 
ALOHA TAN, 10 tans for $25. 
Wolff bed w/face tanner. 345· 
4386 
_________ 3/12 
ATIENTION ALL STUDENTS: 
TOKENS ANNOUNCES NO 
LIMIT CHECK CASHING UNTIL 
SPRING BREAK. MUST HAVE 
TWO IDs . LOOK FOR OUR 
FILM PROCESSING SPECIALS 
AFTER BREAK. 
_________ 3/18 
Joey's WOWI Joey's WOWI 
WOWI Joey's WOWI WOWI 
WOWI HOW ABOUT JOEY'S 
NOWI HOLY COW, WE DELIV· 
ERi 345-2466 
_________ .3/12 
LITE-O·THE IRISH AT EAST 
SIDE PACKAGE. MILLER LITE, 
DRAFT, DRAFT LIGHT SPK 
$2.99. OLD STYLE, OLD 
STYLE LIGHT 24 RETURN· 
ABLES $7.99 PLUS DEPOSIT. 
BARTLES & JAYMES 4 PK ALL 
FLAVORS $2.99. OLD STYLE 
LT KEGS $35.00. CURB SIDE 
KEG SERVICE AT EAST SIDE 
PACKAGE, RT 130 AT JACK-
SON AVE. 345·5722 
_________ 3/12 
NATALIE: We knew you could 
do It-I YOU'VE GOT THE 
LOOK!ll We'll be screaming for 
our girlfriend! GO NAT & 
JIMBO! You two better be ready 
to party WAY BIG tonite (and 
the rest of the semester!) You 
worked for it·show EIU what 
you've gotlll Love, the Girls, 
(Maria, Nicole & Tracy) 
_________ 3112 
SPAGHETII: DELIVERED HOT 
TO YOU. SUNDAY FROM 4·8 
PM . CALL 581-3320 TO 
ORDER. $3.00 
_________ .3112 
Tammy O'Bra: Have a great 
23rd birthday! Your a great 
friend! Rosie 
_ ________ .3112 
PLEASE COME TO THE 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA INFOR· 
MATIONAL PARTY ON TU ES· 
DAY MARCH 16 AT 6:00 PM. 
FOR RIDES AND INFORMA· 
TION PLEASE CALL JEN AT 
581-6819 OR 581·6889!!1 
_________ 3112 
15 TANS FOR $30. FIT FOR 
LIFE 345·1556, 618 JACKSON 
AVE. ON THE TOWN SQUARE. 
_________ 3/19 
Izzy: Hang in there and have a 
great B-Dayt From the gang. 
P.S. Fred is buying tonight. 
_ ________ 3/12 
MIKE BOYER: Here's to Leap 
Year, P. Gabrielle, shacking, 
and yellow boots! Thanks tor 
the best year of my tile. I'm 
looking forward to many more 
great times together. I love you, 
Sch web 
_________ 3/12 
~1-\ATC.~t.R \i IS, ITS ~ 
rnp..1·s ~El'\NG Ml:. fl?!>M 
S\RAl'-lGL\~G '{()J RIG"\ 
Nett.I . 
St. Patrick's Day Carnations! 
Send a message with a green 
carnation to all your friends 
Only $1 .00 Place orders at N.E. 
comer, 2nd Floor Coleman Hall, 
March 121h, 15th and 16th. Free 
Delivery! 
_________ 3/16 
LEIGH VANDERSTOEP: CON· 
GRATULATIONS ON GOING 
INTO I-WEEK WITH PHI 
SIGMA SIGMA. LOVE, MARK 
_________ 3/12 
ASTS: PARENTS WEEKEND IS 
HEREI GET EXCITED FOR A 
FUN-FILLED WEEKEND. TAU 
LOVE, YOUR SISTERS 
___ ......,,.. ______ 3/12 
DUTCH BOY: A new muffler, a 
clean shaven face AND reser· 
vations at Best Way, WE'RE IN 
FOR A "SNAPPY- WEEKEND! 
If not, I' m glad I 'm on this 
adventure with you! Love, 
Doylee P.S. Don't let me punch 
ANYTHING! 
_________ 3/12 
TO THE LADIES OF DELTA 
ZETA, MILK AND COOKIES 
ARE ONLY THE BEGINNING 
THANKS OR MAKING TH IS 
YEARS BARNDANCE SOME· 
THING I'll NEVER FORGET. 
IT IS A TREMENDOUS HONOR 
TO BE YOUR DEE ZEE MANI 
GET READY FOR A GREAT 
YEAR! LOVE, DAVE 
----,,----..,..--3112 
Shea Perry of AST: 
Congratulations on position as 
Miller Ute Girl. Tau love, Rosie 
_________ 3112 
DON'T MISS OUT. Sign up now 
for SPORTS and the MEDIA. 
JOU 3950: special Topics to be 
offered 8-1 O a. m. in 5 week 
summer session. Call #:1581 . 
Instructor: Howard Price 
_________ 3118 
PINK PANTHERS TRYOUTS: 
Informational meeting Monday, 
March 15, 8:00 p .m. Coleman 
Auditorium 
3/15 
LITE-0-THE IRISH AT EAST 
SIDE PACKAGE. MILLER LITE, 
DRAFT, DRAFT LIGHT 6PK 
$2.99. OLD STYLE, OLD 
STYLE LIGHT 24 
RETURNABLES $7.99 PLUS 
DEPOSIT. BARTLES & 
JAYMES 4 PK ALL FLAVORS 
$2.99. OLD STYLE LT KEGS 
$35.00. CURB SIDE KEG SER· 
VICE AT EAST SIDE PACK· 
AGE, RT 130 AT JACKSON 
AVE. 345·5722 
_________ 3/12 
SPAGHETil·DELIVERED HOT 
TO YOU. SUNDAY FROM 4-8 
PM . CALL 581-3320 TO 
ORDER. $3.00 
_________ 3/12 
SELL YOUR UNWANTED ITEMS 
IN THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
CLASSIFIEDS. FOR MORE 
INFORMATION ON PLACING 
AN AD, CONTACT THE 
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
BUSINESS OFFICE, 581-2812. 
________ ha·OO 
by Bill Watterson 
~~ WO~\G\ff 
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iami heats up to down Bulls; Cavs win 
MIAMI (AP) - Michael Jordan fails in the 
about as often as the Miami Heat wins 
· the Chicago Bulls. 
Not very often. 
Jordan committed a turnover and missed 
final four shots in the last 2:50, and 
· beat Chicago for the first time ever 
y night. 97-95. 
"I botched up a few plays." Jordan said. 
His final attempt. a driving one-hander, fell 
the rim with three seconds left, and 
··s Grant Long grabbed the rebound. 
"You know Michael," Heat guard Steve 
· said "Nine times out of 10, he's going 
make them." But Smith outplayed Jordan 
the stretch, scoring seven points in the 
2:33. Rony Seikaly had a season-high 30 
· and added 23 rebounds for the Heat. 
'"This win breaks a psychological baoier," 
y said. "It shows that we're capable of 
playing great basketball against a great 
. .. 
Since joining the league in 1988, Miami 
d lost all 19 games against Chicago, 
uding 16 during the regular season and 
in the first round of last year's playoffs. 
"They closed the ballgame, which they 
haven't been able to do in the past against 
us," Jordan said. 'The Jaw of averages will 
finally catch up to you." 
The result extended Miami's franchise-
record home winning streak to nine games 
and halted Chicago's road winning streak at 
seven. 
Smith's 18-footer with 2:06 remaining 
gave Miami a 90-89 lead, its first since early 
in the second half. Chicago regained the lead 
when Horace Grant hit a follow shot, but 
Harold Miner's JS-footer with 1:20 left put 
the Heal ahead to stay, 92-91. 
Smith made a free throw, then scored on a 
running one-hander with 34.5 seconds to go 
for a 95-91 lead. He said trash-talking by 
Chicago's Scottie Pippen provided a boost 
"He got me fired up, and I think that 
helped me in the fourth quarter," Smith said. 
"I wanted to let him know that it won't be a 
cakewalk when they come in here." 
In the closing seconds, the Bulls raced 
downcourt with a chance to tie after Scott 
Williams blocked a shot by Miner, but Jordan 
missed a 10-footer from the baseline. 
"My shot was flat in the fourth quarter," 
Jordan said. "That symbolized my leg 
strength." 
A foot ailment forced Jordan to miss two 
games last week. 
Despite struggling at the finish, he led 
Chicago with 29 points. 
Glen Rice had 25 for Miami. 
The Heat hit 16 more free throws and 
committed just 10 turnovers. Pippen alone 
bad eight for the Bulls. 
"I'm not so impressed with the Heat, as 
much as I'm disappointed in us." Chicago 
coach Phil Jackson said. 
Phoenix ( 12-0 against Miami) is now the 
only team the Heat has never beaten. Earlier 
this season Miami beat the Los Angeles 
Lakers and Portland Trail Blazers for the first 
time. 
The enthusiastic sellout crowd included 
tennis stars Jim Courier and Boris Becker, 
who are in town for the Lipton Champion-
ships beginning Friday at nearby Key Bis-
cayne, Fla. 
Pistons 112, Nuggets 104 
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP) - lsiah 
Thomas scored 33 points to lead the under-
manned Pistons. The Pistons only dressed 10 
players because of Mark Aguirre's foot injury 
and Dennis Rodman's suspension, and they 
nearly ran out of gas in the fourth quarter. 
Joe Dumars had 25 points and Olden 
Polynice added 20 points and 14 rebounds. 
Dikembe Mutombo led the Nuggets with 27 
points and 18 rebounds. 
Cavaliers 118, Hornets 99 
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) - Brad 
Daugherty scored nine of his 25 points in the 
final five minutes of the third quarter as 
Cleveland pulled away. Cleveland has won 
10 of its last 12 games overall and 11 straight 
at home. Charlotte saw its three-game win-
ning streak end and remains winless in l 0 
trips to Richfield. 
Rockets 104, Trail Blazers 91 
HOUSTON (AP) - Houston won its 12th 
straight game Thursday night, beating the 
Portland Trail Blazers I 04-91 behind 27 
poin ts and 10 rebounds by Hakeem 
Ola ju won. 
The winning streak is the second longest in 
the NBA this season and the second longest 
in the Rockets' history. The Rockets have 
won 25 of their 30 games. 
UNLV star on the hot seat for grades Rangers 
skate by 
Hawks 
LAS VEGAS (AP) - The 
UNLV basketball program, 
dogged by problems the past 16 
years, has been jolted anew with 
a report that an instructor was 
pressured into giving a passing 
grade to leading scorer J.R. 
Rider. 
UNLV officials, who have 
taken heat for forcing the resig-
nation of former coach Jerry 
Tarkanian last year, were quick 
to deny the accusations. 
"I find it unimaginable that 
any instructor would let anyone 
pressure them into giving a 
grade," UNLV President Robert 
Maxson said Thursday. 
David Chambers, a former 
NCAA executive and now 
UNLV compliance officer, said 
his office had informed NCAA 
headquarters that the university 
had checked ou t Thursday's 
copyrighted story in the Las 
Vegas Review-Journal. 
Vicki Bertolino told the news-
paper she was pressured by two 
people in the athletic department 
to give Rider a grade even 
though he had not completed his 
course work. She said the pres-
sure came at a time her husband 
was recovering from a heart 
attack, and that one call was 
made to her al the hospital where 
he was being treated. 
"We have looked into it and 
are satisfied that the grade is 
proper and he is eligible to com-
pete," Chambers said. 
Rider is the nation's second-
leading scorer at 29.2 points per 
game, and is expected to be a top 
pick in June's NBA draft. 
Bertolino 's passing grade in 
the three-unit English class last 
fall put Rider over the 24-unit 
annual minimum needed to 
become eligible for the 1992-93 
school year. 
If it were determined any 
NCAA rules for eligibility were 
broken, Rider could be declared 
ineligible and UNLV could be 
forced to forfeit games in which 
Rider played. 
When contacted by the 
Review-Journal, Bertolino said 
she felt pressured by repeated 
phone calls from UNLV compli-
ance officer Jaina Preston and 
UNLV basketball administrative 
assistant Tom Pecora. She said 
she was called repeatedly at 
home and on her beeper, at one 
point Look a call from them in 
the hospital room of her hus-
band. 
Chambers denied any p res-
sure. 
"Our people say they did not 
pressure her and we stand 
behind our people," he said. 
Chambers said pressure was 
"subjective" and that Bertolino 
may have mistakenly felt she 
was being pressured by the 
UNLV staffers because of con-
cern over her husband's illness. 
Sox give Jackson a two-week extension 
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) - Bo Jackson, try-
lllg to make a comeback with an artificial left 
bip, bas two more weeks to prove himself to 
1be Chicago White Sox. 
The White Sox were supposed to tell 
Jackson by Monday whether they intend to 
pick up the option on his contract. But 
Thursday morning, the club announced it had 
extended the deadline to March 25. 
Jackson's comeback has been hobbled by a 
sore right hamstring. 
He has not played in the majors since the 
last month of the 1991 season. 
"I think it's going to come down to whether 
he can run, and whether he can play a position 
for us," general manager Ron Schueler said 
Wednesday. 
" Because of his hamstring problem, he 
hasn't been able to show us completely what 
he can do, and we haven't been able to evalu-
ate him," Schueler said. "Without that set-
back, I think we probably would've been able 
to make our decision by the deadline." 
If the White Sox exercise their option on 
Jackson, be would be guaranteed $910,000 
and could make $1.S million more in incen-
tives. 
this weekend at 
CHICAGO (AP) - Tony Amonte 
scored his 12th power-play goal 
and added a key assist and John 
Vanbiesbrouck stopped 25 shots as 
the New York Rangers beat the 
Chicago Blackhawks 4-1 on 
Thursday night. 
With the victory the Rangers 
moved into a second-place tie in the 
Patrick Division with Washington, 
which lost 6-4 to Philadelphia. 
Sergei Nemchinov 's wraparound 
goal following a faceoff at 7 :02 of 
the final period broke a 1-1 tie. 
Amonte, who tied the score at 
11 :49 of the first period with his 
goal, then helped the Rangers take 
a 3-1 lead. Skating down right 
wing, he passed to an onrushing Ed 
Olczyk, who scored on a 25-footer 
from the deep slot. 
Vanbiesbrouck, 6-1-1 in bis last 
eight games, was especially sharp 
in the final period while protecting 
a 2-1 lead. He turned back Joe 
Murphy at 10:04 and Brian Noonan 
at 9:06 of the final period with 
spectacular saves. 
ON CAMPUSa rt y 's 
Friday: Italian Beef w /Mozzarella & Fries $349 
Fish Fry $249 
sat. 
~ 
$3 Pitchers (Lite & MGD) 
4 o'clock club: 3 Sloppy Joe's for $1 
&/Jj'}MY.-6'J.t'-~1l!&lh&'f~~ 
music by America,Jimmy Buffet.Eagles and more 
$125 Bottles (MGD,MGD Light) 
BURGE RAMA 
* mushroom-n-swiss / fries 
* pizza burger iv $ l 99 
* bacon c-burger or 
Dbl. c-burger w/fries $299 
Cult promises to let three go 
WACO, Texas (AP) - Do-
omsday cult leader David Koresh 
agreed to let three men leave his 
armed compound, the FBI said, 
but dozens of followers re-
mained locked in a standoff with 
federal agents for a 12th day 
Thursday. 
The three men, whose exit was 
promised in a phone call early in 
the day. had not left the Branch 
Davidian$' rural compound near 
Waco by mid-afternoon. 
Also Thursday, a 12-year-old 
girl who lived with the cult for 
four years said that while there, 
she was taught to put a gun in 
her mouth and instructed how to 
commit suicide by taking cya-
nide. 
Two women and 21 children 
were allowed to leave last week. 
The last was a you ng girl last 
Friday. Ninety adults and 17 
children are still believed to be 
in the compound. 
More than a week ago. Koresb 
reneged on a promise to surren-
der the entire cult once a radio 
station played a lengthy state-
ment of his on the air. 
FBI spokesman Dick Swensen 
called Koresb 's latest promised 
release a positive signal in nego-
tiations to end the stalemate, 
which began Feb. 28 when an 
attempted raid by federal agents 
turned into gun battles. Four fed-
eral agents and at least two cult 
members died. 
But Swensen also cautioned, 
"Until they come out, we won't 
be comfortable that they are 
coming out." 
Koresh, an apocaly pti c 
preacher who has called himself 
Jesus Christ, has said earlier that 
he was injured in the gun battle. 
Since Tuesday, he has com-
plained to authorities of a 
headache and left negotiations to 
several other cult members. led 
by aspiring preacher Steve 
Schneider. 
Law officers have talked to 
more than 50 cult members. 
Asked if he believed Koresh 
was mortally wounded, Swensen 
said, "Frankly. no." He said 
Schneider can be heard over the 
phone consulting with Koresh. 
Meanwhile, Kiri Jewell of 
Niles, Mich., appearing on the 
"Donahue" television sho w, 
described how she was trained to 
commit suicide while she lived 
at the compound. 
The girl said she fears 
Koresh 's followers will kill 
themselves, and she urged feder-
al authorities to break the stand-
off by invading the compound. 
FROM PAGE ONE 
Explanation 
" From page I A 
can make sure that they are there." Hencken said. 
the program. The university supports the Gus Bus 
program. I don't think the incident had much to do 
with what was discussed at the meeting." 
Hencken said it probably wouldn't be wise not to 
hand out sheets of paper to students as they are get-
ting on the bus. 
Gage said he will make sure the bus drivers do 
call the police should a confrontation on the bus 
occur. Also, he mentioned the monitors should 
"keep their ears and eyes open" for possible scuf-
fles. 
"If you band out the papers on the bus, they'll 
probably wind up all over the floor," Hencken said. 
" It probably would be better to just have a sign 
posted somewhere on the bus." 
The Gus Bus service is funded by the local bars 
who each contribute $250 for the service. 
Ronchetti Distributing Co .• a local beer distributor 
based in Mattoon, also contributed $1,500. 
Brent Gage, coordinator for the Gus Bus pro-
gram, said: "We're basically going to tighten-up 
Senate 
•From page JA 
" I would like to see a referen-
dum. but I don't want to see thi$ 
referendum," Byer said. 
Neumann said information 
explaining the $46 increase will 
be available in pamphlets which 
will be di$tributed across campus 
as early as next week and in a 
one- or two-page packet which 
will be available at all polling 
places on election day. 
"We do want the students to 
TOMORROW 
1S I 
Doors open at 10:00 
know exactly what they are vot-
ing on." Neumann said. "The 
worst possible thing I can imag-
ine is students showing up at the 
polls and not understanding what 
they are voting for and the ramifi-
cations of what they are voting 
for." 
The referendum will only serve 
as recommendation to Eastern 
President David Jorns, Neumann 
said. 
"It's not a binding referen-
dum," Neumann said. "Tech-
nically. he can implement the fee 
even if the students vote against 
it. although he has said he would 
not do that." 
Neumann said if the fee is not 
implemented, the administration 
would be forced to find the neces-
sary funds somewhere else. 
"The fee would be the least 
painful method of getting more 
money," Neumann said. "But if 
not, we may see user fees in stu-
dent services, such as Health 
Service." 
SPAGHETTI AND GARLIC BREAD 
Sunday 
Delivered When You Want 4-8 p.m. 
$3 - Proceeds go to Habitat for Humanity 
Call 581-3320 
Sponsored by Rotaract 
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FRIDAY, MARCH 12, 1993 
UB' s planning 
process needs 
to be improved 
It was better that the University Board can-
celed the t 993 spring concert Instead of 
incurring another possible financial loss. But 
the embarrassment of such a late cancellation 
- let alone the cancellation altogether -
could have been avoided if the UB had 
adopted better planning techniques. 
The UB also needs to improve Its relation-
ship with the students if It wants to gain back 
the seemingly large number who have just 
stopped attending the concerts because of 
the lack of recent "big names." 
Eastern begins planning the spring concert 
In January after returning Editorial from Christmas break, 
_. ______ while most schools begin 
planning their concerts slx 
months or more before the concert date. 
The UB books its bands through a con-
tracting agency which provides the board 
with a tentative list of bands, their approxi-
mate costs and the dates the bands are avail-
able. 
By getting an earlier start on scouting for 
the bands and the dates the Lantz 
Gymnasium will be available, the UB could 
let the contracting agency do the "footwork" 
over Christmas break before delving into 
finalizing the plans In January and February. 
The UB steps in when the contracting 
agencies give them the list, and then they 
begin negotiating final costs and plans with a 
set date. 
Also, the students' opinion of the UB and 
its concerts have taken a turn toward disas-
trous and the board is severely in the red. 
Botches like the Lou Rawls concert, which 
was not the UB's fault, and the Cheap Trick 
fiasco cost them approximately $42,0CX>. 
This year the UB had a list of concert hope-
fuls like Jesus Jones, Black Crowes and Soul 
Asylum. 
The UB was well aware of its finances 
before selectlng their spring concert nomi-
nees, so why tease the students by touting 
high-quality bands? The bitter reeling of los-
ing the spring concert Is only made two-fold 
when this is done. 
While the cancellation allowed the UB to 
rebound and plan better for next year, the 
board will have to improve its techniques in 
planning the show to bring the students back 
to the concerts. 
(Canceling the concert) is a 
........ ---double-edged sword. 
Erin Moore 
W y is Archie telling me what to do? 
I am sick of turning on my trJe. 
vision set and having game show 
host Bob Barker telling me to "help 
control the pet population, have 
your pet spayed of neutered." 
I'm tired of the cartoon avenger 
Captain Planet preaching to me 
CNer my Saturday morning bowl d 
Post Toasties as to how I should 
treat my "Mother Earth" with 
respect. 
And I am espedally disgusted J.A. 
about being told how to live my Winders 
life by the roaming packs of poster- llililiiiiiimii._ __ 
toting dolts that walk thls beautiful 
university and staple their preachy message to anything 
possible. 
Each billboard on this campus Is covered by a half 
dozen posters telling me eveiythlng from where to go 
on a given weekend to what I should and should not do 
to even how I should fold my socks once they are dty. 
Example - these Archie gang. smoke-free life posters 
which I just recendy stumbled upon In the hallowed, yet 
dilapidated, halls cl Buzzard Building. 
It seems that the kids who are hanging these little, 
colorful pieces cl parental guldence In and about campus 
are slightly out of touch with the American collegiate 
lifestyle. 
You of course remember the Archie gang from your 
pre-sitting-uptight days - Archie, Jughead. Moose, Betty 
and Veronic.a. 
Nothing reaches the members of our Generation X 
better than cartoon portrayals of 1950s teenagers, who 
ftnd that their most difficult problem In human existence 
Is where to go Mhang out" after the Riverdale vs. 
Peadmount High ba.sketball game - "should It be cheese 
fries at the diner or should we go play checkers at 
Jugheacfs pad. -
I wish I could count the number of times that I have 
gone home after a hard day's work, poured myself a nice 
glass of Crown Royal, tossed aside selected readings cl 
Dr. Hunter S. Thompson or perhaps a nice work cl Dante 
and curled up by the ftre with a copy Archie Double 
Digest, Volume Pl. 
What has thls college community come to when we 
are now being collectively lectured by Archie and 
Jughead, who have not aged out of their sexual prime In 
40 years, yet still haven°t had a date. I don't think there ls 
Your turn 
DD 
DD 
a single person on thls planet that wants to be lectured 
on how to live by a perennially 16-year-old, viceless vir-
gin In nice Mslacks." 
At what point In this organization's campaign are 
these folks going to wake up and smell the copyrights 
expiring? 
Sure thls kind cl ad campain may have worked really 
well for us in the Impressionable stages of second or 
third grade, but at that point in our lives, all we know cl 
life and the laws of physics which gCNem It, came from 
cartoons. 
We all believed that an anvil dropped from the sky 
onto our heads would only crush us up like an accordlan. 
We accepted the fact that getting shot by a shotgun 
would only result In black dust on our face. And, it was 
quit dear to understand that a fall from a high dlff would 
cause only a big "pool" of dust with no physical harm to 
ourselves. 
Great stuff to be basing our lives around. 
Now that we have grown out of that stage and have 
learned some of the truths which gCNem this earth, we 
stlll have to deal with cartoons and talking heads 
attempting to teach us a lesson about life. 
For myself, being preached to by the Archie kids Is 
about like Shaggy, Fred, Daphny, Velma, and Scooby 
Doo, all pulling up to my house In the Mystty Machine, 
breaking Into my home, and lecturing me on the lifestyle 
lmporvements I would exper1ence should I choose to fol. 
low the ways of Dlanetlcs. 
Being on the receiving end of these babbling. mororic 
dialogues only drives me to the excesses that they 
preach against. 
I'm going to start wearing nine pairs of non· 
biodegradable, stiyofoam pants per day and when I'm 
done wearing them, I'm going to toss them on the roact.. 
side where they will not disappear from the face d the 
planet for right around a zillion years. 
And best of all. I'm going to not only allow but strong· 
ly encourage my household pets to reprcxtuce like Dutdl 
Elms and then send the puppies, kittens, and baby ferrm 
all over to Bob Barker's house - just to let him know I 
care. So let The Archles, Captain Planet, Bob Barker 
and everyone else be damned, because It's time we aH 
live life the way we personally see flt and allow It to be 
Influenced only by those Individuals from which we seek 
guldence. 
j.A. W/ndets ls features editor and a regular columnist 
forThe Dally Eastern News. 
Blood drive 
committee 
says thanks 
hospitals in need. We want to thank 
you for you kindness and assure you 
that your efforts In helping the 
American Red Cross are appreciated. 
because they're practical. But I never 
have, and never will believe In the 
Idea that a person should have a 
choice about an abortion, it's beside 
the point of alternatives; such as a 
positive attitude and education. 
Dear editor: 
On behalf cl Eastem's Blood Drtve 
committee, I would like to extend 
our sincere thanks to each and f!t1erY 
person who contributed In making 
our Spring blood drive a success. 
Hours and hours of hard work are 
put Into planning the blood drive 
and hundreds of volunteers are 
needed to donate blood and work at 
the drive. Thanks to all of you who 
gave so unselfishly cl your time, we 
came veiy dose to meeting our goal 
cl 1300 pints of blood for the week. 
With your support, we are able to 
continue supplying.blood -to area 
Therese Cilhooly 
Abortion topic 
not worth the 
controversy 
Dear edltor: 
I'm writing with concerns about 
abortion rights. I'm not too religious. 
I haven't gone to church or wor-
shiped any God for a long time. I tty 
not to push morals on others, espe-
dally when Ifs In the political arena, 
which Is the case with the abortion 
Issue. Finally, I believe In the 
Supreme Court rulings and Olnton's 
ov~llng cl Bush's Gag RWe .only. 
I think that women groups should 
spend more time looking around l'or 
better Issues, ones that carry positive 
goals for both sides cl the dilemma. 
When abortion ls totally legal, I know 
that If I was ever a father, I would be 
devastated If my daughter ever had 
an abortion. 
To top It all off, abortion Is now a 
polltlcal throw 'WOl'd. I'm not sure f 
the political Issue Is really sincere. It 
does more to get or drop votes than 
It does helping the dlstressed teen. 
Tax dollars should be spent on c:Jean. 
Ing up school systems, not on medi-
cal malpractice Insurance for abortion 
dlnlcs. 
A': •••• -s.e ..... 
Interviewing techniques 
topic of COSPA lecture 
By CHRISTOPHER KAGAN 
Staff writer 
Warren Kistner. a<>sistnnt di-
rector of Eastern 's Career Plan-
ning and Placement Center. will 
speak Friday about job interview 
techniques. tips on the inter-
vicv. ing process and letting stu-
dents know what to expect from 
employers. 
Kistner will speak at 4:30 
p.m. in Room 2178 of Buzzard 
Building. The College of Stu-
dent Personnel Association 
(COSPA) organization will be 
sponsoring the lecture, which b 
expected to last two hours. 
Aftern ard.,, Kistner will hold 
mock interviews with any stu-
dents who want to learn about 
different interviewing tech-
niques. Refreshments will be 
offered after the speech. 
The group was started last 
spring by five Eastern graduate 
students - Cheryl Patrick. Tina 
Ruth. Mark Koepsell. Kate 
Hanley and Ken Wetstein - and 
has expanded to almost 40. 
Membership is open to students 
who arc planning careers in stu-
dent-service fields such as 
career counseling. Its goal is lo 
promote professional and social 
development and help with job 
searches. 
Patrick said she saw the orga-
nization as "a chance to get lo 
know lhc people in the field bet-
ler, and lo be more prepared for 
classes." 
COSPA puts out a newsletter 
to keep alumni up to dale with 
the organization. Its members 
meet at 6:30 p.m. every other 
Monday in Room 217B of Buz-
zard Building. 
Clerical worker honored 
By SUZANNE TENCLINGER 
Staff writer 
Civil Service Employee Com-
mittee and encouraged the rest 
of the physics department to do 
After being selected from the same, hoping to sec Claxon 
more than 800 Eastern civil ser- named for the award. 
vice employees. Carol Claxon "Everybody says I nm very 
of Mattoon has been named cheerful." said Claxon in re-
Eastern 's Employee of the sponse to why her colleagues 
Month. selected her. "I have initiated 
Claxon. a clerical worker in some new things to make my 
Eastern's phy:.ics department job more efficient. I think the 
ince 1989. wa. chosen by the phy~ics department is a great 
univer:.ity's Civil Service Em- place to work in. and I enjoy it. 
ployee Recognition Committee. "Carol (Claxon) docs a trcm-
Claxon is responsible for pro- endous job taking care of the 
viding clerical support to 13 day-to-day things. She does 
physics faculty members and more than any secretary we've 
The Alpha Theta Chapter 
of the 
ORDER OF OMEGA 
would like to 
congratulate 
President David )orns 
and 
Vice-President 
Lou Hencken 
on their 
initiation into the 
National Greek Honorary, 
The Order of Omega 
supervhcs student employees. ever had and completes her 
''She is a super secretary and tasks in a cheerful and efficient P..~~====================~ 
docs an amazing job especially manner." 
r -------Wllh computers," said Doug Claxon and her husband, Davis. physics department Roger, a Drug Abuse and Rcs-
chairman. "She is wonderful to istancc Education instructor for 
have around.'' the .Mattoon Police Department, I 
Claxon :-.aid she was surprised Carol Claxon have two children. Todd. 21, 
(MEDIUM (14•)) 
to be chosen. but foll very hon- made by the faculty." and Erin, 15. They arc members I SAUSAGE & c HEE s E 
ored. "'not only for the award. Davis explained that he sent a of lhe Mattoon Christian 
Er~t;1;;d•;ti'l'l'ob;ie~1Q;on1o;~~~pted I PIZZA ••• TO GO! 
Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14•) for AIDS research fund raiser I ThinCrustSausage&CheesePizza .. 
: Ju:!~.~!1~~Tu By CHRIS SEPER Associate news editor Teams are still being accepted 
for a weekend volleyball tourna-
ment which will benefit a Los 
Angeles-based AIDS research 
center. 
The registration deadline is 
Friday for Alpha Phi Omega 
fraternity 's s ingle e limination 
tournament . scheduled from 
10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Sunday 
in McAfee Gymnasium. 
Cost to register for the tour-
nament is $15. Entrants can 
hav e up to eight players per 
team with no restrictions on the 
number of male or female par-
ticipants. 
Five or six teams are current-
ly registered for the event. 
Proceeds from the tournament 
will go to the American Fou-
ndation for AIDS Researc h. 
Registration forms can be pick-
ed up at the Student Recreation 
Center. 
"(AIDS has) been a concern. 
but a recent concern," said 
Delores Dubson, treasurer for 
Alpha Phi Omega. which is a 
co-ed service fraternity. "The 
last couple of years it has been 
something brought up at our 
organizational meetings." 
The $15 entry fee is half of 
what it has been in the past. 
Dubson said she is looking to 
get more teams than in previous 
years. Earlier tournaments aver-
aged about eight teams. 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
presents 
~- Otme.lftdlt , 1··~ to~S21'~ 
tl~P~D , J~~ 
(For Mature Audiences Only) 
8 p.m. March 12 & 13 2 p.m. March 14 
in the Studio Doudna Fine Arts Center 
Adults $6, Senior Citizens $5, EIU Students $3 
Call (217) 581-3110 for reservations 1-5 Mon - Fri 
" It's basically for fun," Dub-
son said. "It's been pretty suc-
cessful overall." 
At lasl year's tournament, 
Alpha Phi Omega made $240. 
With the lower entry fee. Dub-
son said she would hope the 
event could bring in around 
$100. 
The entire $15 will be donat-
ed to the American Foundation 
for AIDS Research. Alpha Phi 
Omega handles all additional 
expenses generated by the tour-
nament, Dubson said. 
If the applicant pool does 
grow according to the fraterni-
ty's plan . Dubson said she may 
take the tournament past its sin-
gle-elimination. 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Good 7 Dava/W .. k with 
Good 7 Daya/Week with 
Cany-OutJDellvery thru 3114193 
a.n.stDn 
90918th StrHt • 348-7515 
Additional toppings @ 
regular charge. 
I Present this coupon when picking up order. 
L-----
Congratulations 
FRATERNITY SYSTEM 
for winning the 
Jellison Award for Fraternal Excellence 
by being chosen 
THE BEST FRATERNITY 
SYSTEM IN THE MIDWEST 
ernftl... , Pnnce in toes oes? 
Duran Duran s new album P . f' d f' 1. h op music 1n s 1ne art spot 1g t 
a marriage of convenience in 'Billboards' ballet production 
By EUZABEllt RAICHLE Gerald Arpino, "Billboards" is 
a full-length ballet featuring 
four individual section. Sec-
tions were choreographed ~ 
prominent American choreo-
graphers who have previously 
worked with the Joffrey Bal-
By ROBERT SANCHF2 
Duran Duran is a group 
struggling to overcome its past. 
The once pretty boys of pop 
music are now trying to shed 
their teen-idol image. 
During the early to mid-
1980s, they were innovators in 
the world of music, video and 
fashion. People were just as 
interested in what the band was 
wearing as its Top 10 singles. 
How times have changed. 
Since the departures of guitarist 
Andy Taylor and drummer 
Roger Taylor in 1986, Duran 
Duran has attempted to rede-
fine itself and reach a wider 
audience. An evolution that 
appeared to stumble in 1990 
after Liberty received little 
attention from both listeners 
and critics. 
But the band's ninth album, 
simply titled Duran Duran, is 
an endeavor that members 
wanted to keep closer to the 
heart. The album was recorded 
in the living room of guitarist 
Warren Cuccurullo's London 
home, and the band's album 
portraits were shot in a photo 
booth. 
This is far cry from the large 
studios, exotic locations and 
professional photographers that 
were the trademarks of a trendy 
Duran Duran. 
The only thing that has 
remained consistent is the 
band's nucleus of lead vocalist 
Simon Le Bon, keyboardist 
Nick Rhodes and bassist John 
Taylor. 
.. The Wedding Album." as it 
is often ref erred to because the 
1993 
Mr./Mrs. EIU 
Body building 
Championships 
Charleston High School 
Auditorium 
Tonight at 7 p.m. 
Sponsored by 
Son Light Power Gym 
$150 ALL 
• SEATS 
WILL ROGERS 
T H E A T R E 
Downtown Charleston • 345·9222 
Now J11ow11111c;t 
SCENT 
---OF A ---
WO.tv\A.N 
P A C I N 0 :.::-..:- IBl 
N!TEI. y 715 CM. y 
SATISlJllMATME215PM 
Now S1t0w1NGt 
-TEDFOR5 
~YAWAIV!il 
~~f PICTURES 
~~Jdfnesen~ 
,._TNITE7.<IO 11100 
54TISUI MATIEE 2'1)0 P .lot 
lU<TO'nUISNITl! 7.<IQORY 
cover features wedding pho-
tographs of the band members' 
parents, appears to set Duran 
Duran's return to the main-
stream back on track. Though 
the songs' lyrics are consistently 
cynical, the music bounces from 
one extreme to another. 
Past Duran Duran songs 
were more than just synthesized 
creations. They incorporated 
aggressive guitar licks and pro-
gressive bass Unes into the 
music - that balance is what set 
them apart from their counter-
parts. 
Cuccurullo, formerly of 
Frank Zappa and Missing Per-
sons, demonstrates his skills, 
while Taylor's bass Unes are the 
backbone of most of the better 
songs. The dreamy, soothing 
aura of "Ordinary World" and 
the raw energy of "Shotgun" 
are created by Cuccurullo's 
strings. Taylor is responsible for 
the funky feel of "Love 
Voodoo" and solid dance beat 
of "None of the Above." 
Duran Duran falls on its face, 
however, when it attempts to 
follow the techno lead. "Drown-
ing Man" and "Shelter" are 
both very muddled in the key-
board lines. This is a shame 
when you consider that some of 
Le Bon' s best vocals on the 
album occur when the music 
fails. 
Duran Duran is a definite 
improvement on the bands' 
most recent ventures. It is an 
obvious experiment with differ-
ent styles and sounds. The 
bands' shot-in-the-dark quest for 
variety resulted in some good 
songs but many bad ones -
"The Wedding Album" doesn't 
spell the beginning of Duran 
Duran's second honeymoon. 
TIM( Tl~(;\ 11)(. 3.00...,__ 
AllS'-
a.io..apm Downtown Mattoon • 258·8228 
SoMMERsBY 
·--· !.a-•JI 
~a LUNG 
DOWN 
starring 
MICHAEL 
DOUGLAS 
IBJ 
·--· 4 
-T Nin! 430. 1':00 I 9';20 
SAT/IUjMATN!Et.G>P• 
8'.91TOTl«.lfllHrn: 4.3011':00 
C1~~Mi 3 · 3.00....._ ...... 
HGMEWARD soUNn Downtown Mattoon • 258·8228 
THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY ~ 
FRI/SAT NllE 4 45. e 4518 45 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 12'4512:45P.N llUNTO-NTE 4451145 
STARTS lONIT£l 
~Pk1Uftl ... ., Ambbn £nttrU1n~1 '""'' 
A FAR OFF 
PLACE 
~ --·-~---· ...... _, . ...._. 
WITH SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION 
,,_T NTE 4:30, T1IO 19:30 
SATJSt.11/lllATINEE2:00 P.M. 
llUNTOTHUllSNITE 4:3(117#1 
UNTAMEDHEA~T 
FltJSAT NTE ~ 1:15 11-15 
SATJSU41 MATINEE 2:30 
-TOMIRSNITE5:0017 15 
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Those of you spring break-
ers who will not have the lux-
ury of basking in the 
Caribbean next week may 
want to consider hilting up to 
Chicago and 
checking out 
"Billboards" at 
the Civic Opera 
House. 
TheJoffrey 
Ballet's 1993 
National Tour 
will open its 
annual spring 
engagement 
March 16 with 
the Chicago 
premiere of 
"Billboards" 
the only ballet 
set to a score 
from contempo-
rary pop music 
composer /per-
former Prince. 
This limited 
engagement, 
presented by 
the Auditorium 
Theatre Coun-
cil, is part of the 
Seventh Annual 
Spring Festival 
of Dance at the 
Civic Opera 
House, 20 N. 
Wacker Drive. 
Whether you 
are a ballet 
enthusiast or 
enjoy the music of Prince, 
"Billboards'" can add some 
excitement over the break. 
Prcxiuced and originated by 
let. 
Although 
most students 
have classes on 
March 16, the 
mcxiem dance 
exhibition may 
still be seen 
from March 19 
to 21. 
For those 
who prefer a 
more tradition-
al sense of the 
ballet, Joffrey 
will also per-
form the recre-
ation of 
Leonide Mas-
sine' s "Les 
Presages," an 
abstract ballet 
set to 
T chaikovsy's 
Fifth Sympho-
ny. 
Ticket 
prices range 
from $10 to 
$45 and are 
on sale at the 
Opera House 
box office, the 
Auditorium 
Theatre box 
office at 50 E. 
Congress Parkway, aU Ticket-
master outlets and can be 
charge by phone at (312) 
902-1500. 
Jerry's Pizza & Pub 
WHY 
PLAY 
GAMES? 
Call Jerry's for a 
Great Hot Pizza 
Delivered to Your House 
or Room 
2 Large Single Ingredient Pizzas $16.00 
Large Single 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$7.95 
Exp. 3-19-93 
Large Two 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$9.25 
Exp. 3-19·93 
Small Single 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$5.95 
Exp. 3-19-93 
Small Two 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$6.95 
Exp. 3-19·93 
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aya, on aya 
Poet Maya Angelou goes from Bill Clinton and Washington D.C. to Eastern and Charleston 
By SHERYL IARSON recently sold out the 9.000 person capacity facility at 
the University of Toledo. 
over 30 hon-
orary Doctor-
ate degrees 
from various 
schools 
around the 
country. 
No one probably would have expected such high 
anticipation for a speaker at Eastern before. 
Since her presentation of her poem at Bill Clinton's 
innagural address. popularity has grown for Maya 
Angelou. 
"We're excited about her coming and feel very priv• 
ileged we could book and contract her back in Novem-
ber." Brinker said. 
Angelou is a poet, educator, historian, actress. play-
wright. civil rights activist and producer-director who 
will be speaking about her life and her life's work, at 8 
p.m. on Thursday, March 18 in the Lantz Gymnasi-
um. 
"We booked her because her lecture has been well 
received by college campuses she has performed at 
and she's an individual who appeals to all individuals," 
she said. 
Angelou's list of achievements include a Pulitzer 
Prize nomination for her poem. "Just Give me a Cool 
Drink of Water 'Fore 1 Die" and she has also partici-
pated in numerous plays and has made hundreds of 
appearances on network and local talk shows. 
Eastern 
instructor 
Craig Eckert 
said he is tak-
ing his honors Maya Angelou 
social problems class to the event. The University Box Office and the Student Activi-
ties Office have been taking calls daily from people 
from surrounding towns, inquiring about tickets which 
are $3 for students and senior citizens and $5 for the 
general public. 
Lately, she has been writing for Oprah Winfrey's 
Harpo Productions, including a segment of the televi-
sion series "Brewster Place.'' 
.. To have someone of Maya Angelou s importance 
at Eastern is a rare treat and no one should miss that 
opportunity." Eckert said. 
·'She has a lot of great accomplishments. awards, 
recognition. and a lot of thought-provoking things to 
say," said Brinker. 
.. We wanted to accommodate our students as well 
as people from other towns,·· said Ceci Brinker. assis-
tant director of student activities. 
Angelou has been touring college campuses and 
In the 1960s, at the request of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr .• Angelou became the northern coordinator 
for the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. 
She is fluent in six languages and has been awarded 
"Students should go and be a part of the history of 
having seen and heard her speak ... 
Jt's ~~rying' ~01e ~?-galµ 
The Crying Game'! is simply 'phenomenal' 
B,y Gf.<>FF COWGllL mai him into doiJ)9 a job for 
"''* .>,, ""' ~ - 'With Dil'sJife. Any rnO,re 
Nominated for six ACademy wOuld give away too much. 
Awards, n:luding Best P\dllre, Neil Jordan's tight. terse 
Dtrector, Actor and Supporting ~and stunning camera 
A<;tQF, ~~~,.·~ WQrithdp~.his~~~ 
ak>t to~up~~ ·tMt ..... uw~·~ ' 
On top of al the tlQt1\ina« ~~with his 
~it"' the most tahidabout ~ droopycxpe &s'~ pro-
fUm of the year, riding Otla $a subtlety empathetie per~ 
sijocking surptjse (that ~> IDnnance that·r.nore than. 
Ata.derny has Virlually roiried qUileli; makes Fergus and ms 
for perceptiVe Would-be~ situation indelibly real and 
er$). And the gmat thing is, human - it's a marvelous job. 
~with alqf the h nW:asn and Also excellent~e Jaye~ 
Ui.$p0f.ling ofthe ~~ ~. Miranda•Rkhatdson And 
1$, Nd Jotdan' s little movie Forest Whitaker. 
Is phenomenal. Unlike any fttin I haw e.ier 
. Stephen~ plays F~. ~ "The Qying Garne" 1$ 
an IRA terrorist who has." unpredidabte,t<-i· 
beCome frlerdSWith a~. ~and untouchable 
a British soldier, whom Fergus for its chaBeoging and engr~ 
is guarding. They both know ing nature. It Jacks nothing-
thi:lt if deinanQs aren't met, Fer- romance, comedy, action or 
nus will be Oltlered to kill him. ~· ,. 
This tense, emotional story "The Crying Game" is the 
could have sustained a whole only fUm nominated for Best 
film -yet lt is only the first third Picture that deseJves ~ award 
cl "The Cty\Qg Game.'' f {by the way, wMre were ~Mal~ 
Later, Fergus hides out in cclrn X" and "The Player" 
London, gets a blue collar job when nominations were 
and meets and falls in love with announced?). An important 
DU. the soldier's girlfrien<J, Their film. 'The Cry!ng Game" will 
aifatr is short...Jived, partly due to be the. role mOdeJ used for <:re--
the return of Fergus' ex-col- ating original, dramatic. narra-
~ in the 1RA, who have tive films for a tong time to 
traclted him down and bklck- come. 
!!);, ... 
SATURDAY 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 
6:00 N9'1t Coull News News Basketball 
6:30 Hoosiel Miill. M'A'S"H Women CalvrPonship 
7 :00 ftgUre Skating Dr. CDnn, Young !n(jana 
7:30 Medteme Woman Jones 
8:00 How'dThey 
8:3 Do That? WAC 
9:00 Reasonable Raven Commish Bask8tball 
9:30 Doubts 
10:00 News News News 
10:30 Sta . t Live Cutref'll Women SpollsCenler 
11:00 Affatr. Ex1la 
11:30 
SUNDAY 
P.M. WTWQ.2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 
6:00 F9J!e Sl!aMg 60 M1nutes Funn1es1 Videos SportsCenter 
6:30 Funniest p SWAC Basketbalt 
7 :00 I Witness Mulder.She DayOne Cllamptonsl'ap 
7:30 Video Wrole 
8:00 Movie: Movie: Mo\1141; Boxing 
8:30 Kuffs Men Oonl TeM Ues & Lullabies 
9 :00 
9:30 
10:00 News News News SportsCenter 
10:30 n' 
11 :00 Mamed .• 
11:30 NtghtCoun 
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Calendar .. , .. 
• 7 p.m. Friday and Saturday in McAfee Gym, 
the EIU Dancers will present their Spring Recital 
"Rhythm is a Dancer" a variety of modem, jazz, bal-
let and tap dancing. 
• 9-11: 15 a.rn. and 1: 15-3:30 p.m .. Saturday at 
the Tarble Arts Center. Lynda Lowe will conduct a 
f eltrnaking workshop outlining a brief history of the 
traditional and contemporary uses of felted wool. 
• 2 p.m. Sunday in the Dounda Concert Hall of 
the Fine Arts Center, play "Come Back to the 5 & 
Dime. J immy Dean, Jimmy Dean." Admission is $3 
for students, $5 for senior citizens and $6 for adults. 
• 8 p.m. Tuesday in the EIU F'tne Arts Playroom, 
"One Night Only," is a play directed by Mel 
Copolous and sponsored by the EIU Theatre Arts 
Department. 
• 8 p.m. Thursday in Lantz Gymnasium, keynote 
speaker Maya Angelou. 
• 7 p.m. Friday in the Charleston High School 
Auditorium, 1993 Mr./ Mrs. EIU Bodybuilding 
Championships. 
NEW YORK (AP) - Sharon Stone, who played a 
bisexual murder suspect in "Basic Instinct," says she 
once went on a date with a lesbian because "men 
can be annoying ... "So once in a while you hope 
that - Oh God! - maybe there could be an alterna-
tive." the actress said in the April issue of Vanity 
Fair. "Unfortunately for me, there isn't." Stone, 35. 
said she loves hanging out with her VJOmen friends 
and loves women. but not as lovers. "God! ff I could 
USA-26 WGN-10, 9 WILL-12, 12 LIFE-13 
Matn• RlCh & Famous lawe!ence Wet McMe· The 
Women laslFfllC'lflel 
MOiiie~ M<Me: e.ney II Ccinawl Movie. 
Goi Berserll con 
of Hearts Peter, Paul & 
Silt SlalQogs News Hidden Room 
Confesaions 
Movie: Jeffersons Moody Blues Unsolved 
M M<Me II Cooce!t Myslenes 
Valenbne 
it'· 
USA·26 WGN-10, 9 WILL·12, 12 LIFE-13 
MacGyver Movie OurFavoote Journal Update 
Animals Me60r-. 
Movie• Drive St-eel .lJStic8 National NE Jml. Mecione 
l.l<e Geograpliic 
Billy Graham Rodgers and CartltOlogy 
Crusade Hammers!etn Internal Medicine 
Malrix News ~yn.Upda1e 
Replay Farmy Praaice 
SQk StaJlungs Phi.Jackson Life of Smi1h & Jones 
Gift of Love Pythonl Comm. Prag. 
Ent. T ootght 
Tbe bands, 4 _ 
Wescott, Epperson and Davis 
Begins at 9:30 p.m. Friday. $2 cover at Images, 
1706 Broadway in Mattoon. 
Rythm Pigz 
Begins at 8 p.m. Friday. $1 cover with coup:>n 
at Ted's Warehouse, 102 Sixth St. 
Alternative DJ Kevin Kramer 
Begins at 9:30 p.m. Friday. $2 cover at Roe's, 
410 Sixth St. 
CowrtJy DJ Dave Merdith 
Friday evening at Joker's, 1415 Fourth St. 
UveDJ 
Begins at 9 p.m. Friday. No cover at Stix, 1412 
Fourth St. 
Machine Gun Kelly 
Begins at 8 p.m. Saturday. $1 cover with 
coupon at Ted's Warehouse. 
GroundZero 
Begins at 9:30 p.m. Saturday at Roe's. 
DJ Mike Nichols 
Saturday evening. No cover at My Place 
Lounge, 727 Fourth St. 
Joe and Ben, Uve DJs 
Begins at 9 p.m. Saturday. No cover at Stix. 
Citizen Kyne 
Saturday evening at Joker's. 
get into it. it would be great." she said. But she 
added. ''It don't mean a thing if it ain't got that 
schwing." 
ISC-9 WEIU-29, 51 TBS-15 
Mac& Mulley CM ISalJon WCW Wras1q 
lncred Arimals 
IJ'Mgl'larel New Country Movie:Thl 
Video Blue UghfM.1 
X·Planes Coming to Dinner 
Choppers 
CopsBehm MoYie: 
the Badge Tra\llS McGee: 
IJ'Mg Planet TheEfTI!llY 
Movie CopperSN 
Spenser For: 
Hire 
MARCH1 
ISC-9 WEIU-29, 51 TBS-15 
Nature ol Things Civilisation MOVJe: 
Mad Max 
~Tales NewCooolry 
Wild Sanduanes 
Wonderful Nabonal 
World of raphic 
Bind FISllPeople Pelelu 1944 EJqllorer 
Wild~fe Tales Golden Years TV 'letwD!llEatl 
Wild Sanctuaries Movie Com.~ 
Hal Terra X 
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THE DAll.Y EAslIRN Nrws 
The Dally £asrern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day·s Incor-
rect Insertion. Report errors 
Immediately at 581 · 28 t 2. A 
corrected ad will appear In 
the next edition. 
All classified .•dvertlslng 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
dudllne to appear In the 
next day·s publication. Any 
ads processed Arna 2 p.m. 
will be published n the rot-
lowlng day's newspaper. 
Ads cannot be canceled 
AfTIJl the 2 p.m. deadline. 
Classlned ad~ must be 
paid In advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be bllled. 
All Advertising submitted 
to The Ddlly £.Jstcm News ls 
subject to approval and may 
be revised. re]ecte<i, or can· 
celed at any time. 
The Dally Eastern News 
assumes no liablllty If For any 
reason It becomes necessaiy 
to omit an advertisement. 
DIRECTORY 
SUVICIS 0rnRED 
TRAVll 
lllAINING/Sc.HOOl.S 
HW'WANTtD 
WANTU> 
AoomoN 
R.IDE.S/RIDllS 
ROOMMAn.s 
5uNESSQH 
FOR lt1NT 
FOR SAU 
lo5T &. f<MJND 
ANNOUNCIMlNTS 
FREE Battery and electrical lest. 
FREE installation. Battery 
Specialists. 1519 Madison Ave. 
Charleston 345-VOLT. 
_______ ca MWF/00 
Panama City ·93 Location is the 
key and I have it! Free beer and 
pool parties. From $119 per per-
son. Jeff 581-5919. 
--------~·3112 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND Party 
with the Best!! Hotels or Condos 
with Party/Activity Package off 
beach start al $17 Per 
Person/Per Night, Sunchase and 
Saida units starting at $24 Per 
Person/Per Night. Taxes no1 
included. 1-800-845-6766 
________ ____;3117 
, HnrW~ 
Wanted: Female mud wrestling 
learns for fun competition. Cash 
prizes. Must be 21 to enter. II 
interested call 235-4743. 
_________ 3/19 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT-fisheries. Earn $600+/ 
week In canneries or $4,000+/ 
month on fishing boats. Free 
transportation! Room & Board! 
Over 8,000 openings. No experi-
ence necessary. Male or Female. 
For employment program call 1 • 
206-545-4155 ext. A5738 
3112 C-AM---P-COU,----NSE--.-LOR ___ S_wanted_ for 
private Michigan boys/gir1s Sl.mll8f 
camps. Teach: swimming, canoe-
ing, archery, tennis, golf, gymnas-
tics, rillery, archery, tennis. golf, 
sports, computers, camping, crafts. 
dramatics, OR riding. Also kitchen, 
office, maintenance. Salary $1100 
or more plus R&B. Dayna Glasson. 
1765 Maple, Nftd .. IL 60093. 706-
446-2444. 
____________ 3119 
Summer~ wanted Roe's Tavern. 
Male/Female bartenders & floor 
wal<ers. FreshrneM;ophorn Oft-/ 
need apply. Must be 19 or older. 
Afif:J:'I Sat. 13th 4 pm-5 pm. 
... 3J12 
o!~~ Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: ________________ _ 
Address: _______________ _ 
Phone: ______ Students D Yes D No 
Dates to run --------------
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of: __________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ______ _ 
Person accepting ad ___ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 
OCash OCheck 0 Credit 
Check number ___ _ 
20 cents per word first day ed runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 1 O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or In bad taste. 
lfl\llDAY 
The Charleston Recreation 
Department is now accepting 
applications for summer 
employment at the Rotary pool 
and miniature golf/batting cages 
facilities. Applications can be 
obtained at 520 Jackson Street. 
345-6897, EOE 
________ ___;3112 
Wanted: Males for best buns 
contest. Cash prizes. Lots of 
fun. Must be 21 to enter. Call 
235-4743 ii Interested. 
-----------'3119 
LOVING PARENTS and their 
four-year-old son are eager for 
another child. We know you 
want the best for your baby • we 
offer a happy family life with lots 
of fun, love and a secure future. 
Let's talk • we need your help 
and really want to help you. Call 
collect: Arlynn & Ron, (217) 
367-4769. 
_______ ca315,12 
2 roommates needed to share a 
house Fall/Spring. Call 581 • 
3682 
_________ 3115 
I/· . Swussoas . 
Summer sublessor needed. 1 
bedroom-furnished, central 
A.C., Free trash & parking, 
across from the Union on 71h. 
348-5406. 
,..--------,----3112 
Up to live sublessors needed 
for summer in Royal Heighta. 
Call for more Information 345· 
9535. Leave a message 
please. 
_________ 3119 
SUMMER SUBLESSOR: 1 
female to share nice apt. air, 
cable. washer/dryer. all utilities 
included with rent except elec· 
triclty, rent neg. 348-0329. 
_________ 3/19 
Now leasing for fall: two-bed· 
room furnished apartments. 
McArthur Manor Apartments 
913-917 Fourth St. 345-2231 
-=----.,..,...,---,-5f1 
24 W. Buchanan. Aldo Roma 
Apts. 1 bedroom apartments for 
1 or 2 persons. Utilities includ-
ed. 11 1/2 mos. lease. $325 for 
1 person or $185 each for 2 
persons. Call Jan or Charlotte 
345-2113. Eads Realty 
___ 5(1 
93-94 SCHOOL VEAR, ALSO 
SUMMER 93. 1, 2, 3, AND 4 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 
ALSO HOUSES AVAILABLE. 
CALL B AND K RENTALS AT 
345-6621 (LEAVE MESSAGE IF 
NO ANSWER OR CALL 348· 
8349) 
517 0--L--D .... E-=-TO __ W_N_E_M_A_N_A-=G-E-M~ENT 
HAS APARTMENTS AVAIL-
ABLE FOR LEASING 93-94. 
CALL 345·0LDE. 
5f1 
L-1-N"'"'c""'o,...,.L_N_W..,..O---=-o--D-=--P-1 N"."'.:E:-::T=REE 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS. 
PATIOS, BALCONIES. AIR. 
NINE MONTH LEASE, FROM 
$160 PER PERSON. APPOINT-
MENT. 345-6000 
Now Showing 
and Leasing 
for 
Summer & 
Fall 193. 
ACROSS 
t A friend of 
At hos 
27 Character in 
Meyerbeer's 
"Robert the 
Devil" 
A"ISLAND"? 
H One opposed 
17 Laceration 
UShipworm 1 Sealing-wax 
ingredient 
to British field 
marshal: W.W. II 
t4 --morocco 
(leather) 
ts Actress 
Kaminska t• Mars: Comb. 
form 
nComplete 
failure 
ti Spoil 
ti Actress Foch 
ao GOSILVERTS? 
a Pygmalion's 
ivory statue 
•Type of slipper 
a Dawson of 
NF.L. fame 
3t Court hearings 
•Metz evening 
sa Hot, violent 
Arabian wind 
HTHEGI? 
40 Devonshire crty 
4t Author 
O'Flaherty 
aDonee's 
opposite 
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4-5 bedroom apt. 5 blocks from 
campus. LOW utilities. 234-
4831 
--~------3/12 
Apartments for fall: clean, excel· 
lent condition. Off-street park· 
Ing. Call 345-7286, M-F, 8:30 -
5:00. Sat. 9-12. 
_________ .3112 
Close to EIU - Several houses & 
Apartments for 1-7 tenants. Jim 
Wood, C21 Wood, 1512 A. 
Street. 345-4489 
______ caMWF3/19 
Women only - Fall & Spring, 
$150.00 per mo. & Utilities. Int. 
& Summer - Special Rates cal 
Pat Novak {708) 789-3n2. 
_________ 3117 
Available for summer: large 
one-bedroom partially furnished 
apt. $300/mo. includes wattt' 
and trash. 348-0205. 
_________ .3118 
Now leasing large 3 bedroom 
apartments for summer & 93-94 
school year. Call 345-3664 
_________ 3129 
". .. ........ . ·. ·. · . CAMPUS CLIPS 
•j(· 
THE COUNSELING CENTER workshop will be Monday at 7 p.m. In Ill 
Effingham room In the MU< Union. "Testing 1, 2. 3!" presented by Dr. Bud 
Sanders - A workshop designed to Improve exam-taking techniques wll 
emphasis on review procedures, preparation for specific types of 8lClll9 
and methods of relaxation to reduoe test anxiety. 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a Praise and Worship ser-
vice March 14 al 10:30 e.m. at the Christian Campus House located~ 
of Lawson Hall. Come early for donuts and juice. Call 345-6990 tor rldel 
and Info. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER w!ll have discussion wittl dinner Sunday 
from 6-7:30 p.m. at the Newman Center. The topic is Reconciliation. Al 
World Youtti Day participants must attend. All Welcome 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER w!ll celebrate Mass Sunday at 11 am. 
and 4:30 pm. at Coleman Auditorium. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER wr'B have a "Game Nighr Saturday Slalt-
ing at 7 p.m. at the Newman Center. Come enjoy good company, food and 
your favorite game. Free! 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS ENTRIES accepted tor tennis doubles begil-
ning Friday from 2·10 p.m. al the Intramural desk in the SAC lobby. 
ART EDUCATION WORKING meeting will be Friday at 5-? in the FAA 
302. Wiii be working on signs and helping out for the workshop on 
Saturday the 13th. We need your help art education majors. Please come. 
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION, BU will have Illar Mahlil {operq 
food after end of fasbng) and Magreb Prayer Friday at 5:30 p.m. at .. 
Afro.American Cultural Center at 7th St Everyone welcome. 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA will have a Greek/Non-Greek Sip on Friday from 
7-10p.m. at7144tt1St 
WESLEY FOUNDATION'S CAFE Tone, the new coffee house in b 
Ligt11tlouse is open Friday from to 9 p.m tor an students and tacUty. ltll a 
great place to visit with friends wtlile enjoying variouS hot drinks, hon-. 
made cookies and great music. Come give us a try. 
ART EDUCATION Wl.L hold a woll<ing meeting Friday from 3 p.m. to? in 
FAA 302. Al art educators are urged to come and get involved. 
PIMM Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for llfl 
NON-PROFIT event, I.e. bake sates or raffles. All Clips should be submltlld 
to The Daily Esstem News office by NOON one bualnea day before b 
d8W of the IMNrt. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should bl 
submitted as a Campus Ctip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday IS the deacllla 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event) Cllpa submitted after dMdllna 
WILL NOT be publlahed. No cllps will be taken by phone. Any Clip that II 
Illegible or contains conflicting Information will nol be published. 
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
WRmNG COMPETENCY 
EXAMINATION 
To satisfy graduation require-
ments for the Bachelor's degree 
at Eastern Illinois University, you 
must pass the Writing 
Competency Examination. (See 
undergraduate catalog). Register 
to take this examination after you 
have completed sixty semester 
hours Ounlor standing) and have 
completed the all-university 
English requirement (typically 
English 1001 and 1002, or the 
equivalent). Register in person 
from 11 :00 to 3:00 Monday 
through Friday at the booth in the 
Union Bookstore Lounge. If the 
booth is closed during those 
hours, go to Testing Services, 
202 Student Services Building. 
Bring a photo ID (dnver's hcense 
preferred) and $1 o for the fee. 
The last of two examinations this 
semester will be given on 
Saturday, April 10. Registration 
begins Feb. 22.The last date to 
request a refund IS March 26. 
SEAT ING IS LIMITED. 
REGISTER AS. ~BLY AS POS: 
SIBLE TO ASSUBE A SEAT. 
David K. Dodd, Director 
Testing Services 
FALUSUMMER REGISIRA· 
TION 
Students assigned to the 
Academic Assistance Center 
should make an appointment as 
soon as possible to register for 
the Fall and/or Summer terms. 
The appointment must be made 
In person. e.HQt:lE CALLS FOB 
APPOINTMENT DATES wu .. L 
NOT BE AC._CEPT~. 
Registration dates will be pub· 
lished in the Summer and Fall 
Bulletin of Classes. 
Students assigned to the 
Center are a.11 lreshmen, pre· 
business majors and students 
who have not declared or met 
requirements to their selected 
majors. The Assistance Center 1s 
located in room 11100 Blair Hall. 
The office. hours are 8 a.m. • 4:30 
p.m. Monday through Friday. 
C B. Campbe I, Director 
Academic Assistance 
DROP DEADLINE 
The deadline for dropping a 
class and rece1vmg an automatic 
·w· for the class IS TUESDAY, 
MARCH 16. Ba sure to call In on 
the Touch-Tone System at least 
15 minutes before closing time. 
Michael D. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
FEDERAL UNSUBSIDIZED 
STAFFORD LOAN 
The Federal Stafford Loan 
Program now includes an unsub· 
sidized loan to help families meet 
the rising cost of higher educa-
tion. The unsubsidized Federal 
Stafford Loan 1s an alternative 
loan that is avallable to students 
who previously were not eligible 
or were only partially eligible for a 
'need based" Federal Stafford 
Loan. To be eligible for an unsub-
sidized Federal Stafford Loan, a 
student must complete the regu· 
tar applicalion process for apply· 
ing for Financial Aid. This is nec-
essary to determine a students 
eligibility for need based pro-
grams before a determination 
can be made for eligibility on the 
unsubsidized loan program. 
Borrowers from the unsubsidized 
Federal Stafford Loan program 
must make interest payments on 
this loan while enrolled in school 
or let the Interest capitalize. 
Applications are available from 
lending Institutions or the 
Financial Aid Office, E-Wmg, 
Student Services Building. 
John Flynn, Director 
Financial Aid 
ANFINSON SCHOLARSHIP 
Applications are sought for the 
Rudolph D. Anfinson Scholarship 
which is given annually to a 
junior, senior, or graduate student 
active in extracurricular activit1es 
OUTSIDE the areas of inter-col· 
legiate athletics, and who dis· 
plays outstanding character and 
scholastic achievement . 
Applications are available in the 
University Relations Office, 111 
Old Main, and must be returned 
to that office by April 30. 
Art Tate, University Relations 
SPRING 1993 
COMMENCEMENT 
Spring 1993 Commencement 
ceremonies wlll be held at 1 o 
a.m. and 2 p.m. on Saturday, 
May 15, in the Union/Library 
Quadrangle and all guests are 
welcome. In case of anticipated 
rain or extreme heat, both care· 
monies will b e held in Lantz 
Gymnasium and each marching 
graduate will be allotted five (5) 
'rain tickets". Rehearsals will be 
at 1 p.m. for morning graduates 
and at 3 p.m. !or afternoon gradu-
ates on Friday, May 14, in Lantz 
Fieldhouse. 
An informational 
·commencement Guide" along 
with cap/gown ordering instruc· 
lions will be sent to graduation 
candidates at their permanent 
addresses to arrive during Spring 
Break. The deadline for mail 
order of caps and gown will be Q.Q 
April 16. 
All faculty are urged to part1c1-
pate In the ceremony. Those 
needing to rent regalia should 
contact the Commencement 
Office by noon, April 16. 
The Commencement Office 1s 
on the second floor of 
Linder/Alumni House (1544 
Fourth Street 581-6892). 
Brenda Cuppy 
Commencement Coordinator 
RAIN TICKETS FOR SPRING 
COMMENCEMENT 
For safety reasons, the crowd 
in Lantz Gymn8Slum must be lim-
ited by issuance of 'rain tickets" 
for guests of graduates, only 1f 
the two Spring 1993 
Commencement ceremonies on 
Saturday, May 15, must be held 
inside. Also. a limited number of 
indoor guest tickets for faculty 
and staff will be avallable at the 
Commericement Office beginning 
April 28 (Linder House, 581· 
6892). 
Each marching graduate will 
be allowed a maximum of five 
(5) guest rain tickets only by 
their request. Only a graduating 
student who appears on the 
cap/gown ordering list may claim 
tickets, or a fnend in possession 
of the grad's Collegiate 
"Customer Copy" rental form. 
Following are the methods of 
requesting the tickets after stu· 
dent has ordered regafia: 
1 Mailing to oft-campus stu· 
dents alter April 28 via a 
stamped, sell-addressed 
envelope provided by the 
student to Commencement 
Office. 
or 2. Mailing to on-campus stu· 
dents alter April 28 via a 
self-addressed campus 
envelope provided by the 
student to Commencement 
Office. 
or 3. Picking up when grad picks 
up regalia; or at rehearsal; 
or at the Commencement 
Office after April 28. 
Any extra tickets will be dis· 
pensed on a first-come, first· 
serve basis in the Lantz 
Fieldhouse from 8 to 9 a.m. or 12 
to 1 p.m. on ceremony day. Tum 
in unneeded tickets at the door, 
at robe handouts, or at rehearsal, 
so that others may use them; or 
grads may give the unneeded 
number of their five tickets to 
graduating friends who need 
them. 
In case of outdoor ceremony, 
unlimited number of guests are 
welcome without tickets. 
However, sealing is limited and 
guests might want to bring their 
own lawn chairs. Elderly guest 
should be warned that the Quad 
area is in lull sun. 
Brenda Cuppy 
Commencement Coordinator 
ELIGIBILITY FOR 
INTERSESSION 
Those students who are aca-
demically dismissed for low 
scholarship at the close of Spring 
Semester 1993 are not eligible 
for enrollment in Summer Term or 
in Intersession which is part of 
Summer Term. Intersession ros-
ters will be checked, and those 
students who registered and are 
dismissed will be notified that 
they will be withdrawn from 
Inte rsession and the rest of 
Summer Term. 
John H. Conley, Registrar 
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
Students who plan to take any 
work by correspondence from 
some other college/unive rsity 
MUSI have that course approved 
In the Record Off ice prior to 
enrolling for the course. Students 
should ask to see Mrs. Evans or 
Ms. Harvey to discuss work by 
correspondence. 
John H. Conley, Registrar 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENT 
DEADLINE 
For a student to be considered 
a Spring Semester 1993 gradu-
ate. ALL graduation requirements 
must be met by 4:30 p.m. on 
Tuesday, June 1. 1993 This 
means that any removals of 
incompletes, changes of grades, 
or official transcripts of academic 
work from other institutions 
M.lJ.S.I reach the Records Office 
by that date. If all requirements 
are not met, the student should 
reapply for graduation for 
Summer Term 1993 no later than 
Monday, June 21, 1993. 
John H. Conley, Registrar 
REAPPLICATION FOR 
GRADUATION 
Any student who has applied 
for graduation for a future 
semester or summer term and 
then finds that he/she will be 
graduating at a different time 
M.Ufil reapply for graduation in 
the Records Office. There Is no 
additional charge for reapplying. 
Reapplications must be accom-
plished no later than the pub· 
llshed deadline of the new 
semester or summer term when 
he/she plans lo graduate For 
Summer Term 1993 the deadllne 
Is Monday, June 21, 1993. 
John H Conloy, Registrar 
STUDENT GRADE REPORTS 
At the close of each grading 
period, Student Grade Reports 
are mailed to the home address· 
~ listed by the students-NQI 
the local addresses. Please be 
sure that you have requested a 
change of address with Housing 
if there has been a change In 
your home address to which 
grades will be malled. 
John H. Conley, Registrar 
FINAL EXAM CHANGES 
Students who have three final 
examinations scheduled for ono 
day may complete a request for 
change in the office of the Dean, 
Student Academic Services, Old 
Mam 116. Forms for requesting a 
change are now available and 
must be submitted no later than 
Friday, April 30. Students are dis· 
couraged from requesting instruc· 
tors to deviate from the publtshed 
examination schedule. Reasons 
of personal convenience such as 
work, transportation arrange· 
ments or vacation plans, do not 
constitute grounds for approval of 
examination change requests, 
Frank Hohengarten. Dean 
Student Academic Services 
CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION 
The last Constitution 
Examination lhis semester will be 
given on Tuesday, April 20. This 
examination applies only to stu· 
dents seeking to graduate under 
a catalog prior to 1992·93. 
Register in person from 11 am to 
3 pm Monday through Friday at 
the booth in the Union Bookstore 
Lounge. If the booth is closed 
during those hours, go to Testing 
Services, 202 Student Services 
Building. Bring a photo ID 
{driver's license preferred) and $2 
for the fee. The registration peri· 
od for this exam Is March 12 • 
April 13. 
You may retake this exam as 
many limes as necessary to 
pass, but on scheduled dates 
only. 
David K. Dodd, Director 
Testing Services 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 
BLOCK GRANT SCHOLARSHIP 
A PPLICATIONS ARE NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR THE COMMU· 
NITY SERVICES BLOCK 
GRANT. TO BE ELIGIBLE STU· 
DENTS MUST BE: A CHICAGO 
RESIDENT; ENROLLED IN AN 
ILLINOIS INSTITUTION ON A 
FULL-TIME BASIS; SHOW 
FINANCIAL NEED AND PROOF 
OF INCOME; AND PREPARE A 
BRIEF STATEMENT OF THEIR 
CAREER GOALS A PPLICA· 
TIONS MAY BE PICKED UP IN 
THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL 
AID, UPPER EAST WING, STU· 
DENT SERVICES BUILDING. 
Mary Jo DeRousse 
Financial Aid Advisor 
ORVILLE REDENBACHER'S 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Applications are now available 
for the Orville Redenbacher's 
Second Start Scholarship 
Program. To be eligible a student 
must be 30 years or older at the 
time of the applications and 
enrolled or will be enrolling in a 
degree program at an accredited 
college or university, either as a 
full-lime or part-time studen1. The 
deadline for applicalion is May 1, 
1993. Thirty $1000 scholarships 
will be available to qualifying stu-
dents across the country for the 
92-93 school year. 
Mary Jo DeRousse 
Financial Aid Advisor 
IMPORTANT SEMINARS 
March 15: Selling Yourself : 
How to Interview Effectively, 
Effingham Room, 1 :00 p.m . • 
1:50 p.m 
March 29: Teacher Placement 
Day: Prepare for Success! 
(Orientation), Charleston/Mattoon 
Rooms. 5:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m. 
March 31. Teacher Placement 
Day Job Fair, University 
BaUrooms, 9:30 a.m. • 3:00 p.m. 
Sh1r1ey A. Stewart, Director 
Career Planning and 
Placement Center 
UNCLEAR RECORDS 
The academiC records for stu· 
dents who have outstanding obli-
gations with such departments as 
Booth Library, Athletic 
Department, Textbook Rental 
Service, Financial Aids, 
Chemistry Department, Secunty, 
Housing, etc., will be marked 
unclear. Each student should 
check with all departments to 
clear all obligations prior to 
semester or summer term breab 
and/or leaving the University pet-
manently. 
Official transcripts for any 8111-
dent with an unclear record wtU 
be withheld and not sent to 8"f 
one or any place. A hold on a SIU-
denrs record includes withholding 
grade reports and precludes 
readmisst0n, registration, or grad-
uation. 
John H. Conley, 
Registrar 
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
Spring Semester 1993 
0800-1000 
(8:00~10:00am) 
1030-1230 
(10:30 am-12:30 pm) 
1300-1500 
(1:00 pm-3:00 pm) 
1530-1730 
(3.30 pm-S;30 pm) 
1900-2100 
(7:00 pnr9:00 pm) 
Sat. 
May 8 
M-1500 
(3:00pm) 
T-1400 
(2:00pm) 
T-1500 
(3:00pm) 
T-1530 
(3:30pm) 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
M-1300 
(1:00 pm) 
Mon. 
May10 
T-1200 
(Noon) 
T-1230 
(12:30pm) 
M-0900 
(9:00am) 
T-1600 
{4:00pm) 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
M·1200 
(Noon) 
M-1900 
(7:00pm) 
Tue. 
May 11 
M-1000 
(10:00am) 
T-1000 
(tO:OOam) 
M-0800 
(8:00am) 
T-1700 
(S:OOpm) 
M-1800 
(6:00 pm) 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
T-1900 
(7:00 pm) 
Wed. 
May12 
T-1300 
(1:00pm) 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
M-1400 
(2:00pm) 
T-1800 
W-1800 
(6:00pm) 
M-1100 
(11:00am) 
W-1900 
(7·00pm) 
Thur. 
May13 
T-0900 
(9:00arn) 
T-0930 
(1100am 
T-0800 
(8:00am) 
M·1600 
R-1600 
(4:00pm 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
R-1900 
(700pm 
1. Final examtna!Joos are schedu ed on the baslS of the first dass hour meeting of the week rrespeciive ~ 
whether the first hour 1s dassroom or laboratory actlvity. 
2. Final exarmnations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the baslS of the first hour of the multiple-hour 
block. 
3. AM·, T·, W-, or R·, prefix indicates whether the first dass day of the week is Monday, Tuesday, WednesdCl'f 
or Thursday. For example, M-0800 mdicates the scheduled time for the final examination in a dass having 
its first class hour meeting of the week at 0800 on Monday, R· 1900 is a class having its first class hour 
meeting of the week at 1900 on Thursday, etc. 
4. Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as 'Makeup or Arranged" are to be used 
only in cases where: 
a. The first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to the schedule patterns established herein, 
b. The meeting time of the class appears in the Semester Class Schedule as "ARR": 
c A student presents an approved examination change request form. 
5. Final examinations in ooe semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the mstructor and, ff 
given, should be scheduled for the last regular dass meeting of the term. 
6. Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion of an instructor and, 
if given, are to conform to the schedule patterns established herein. 
7. Final examinations are to be given in all courses unless specifically exempted under the provisions ol 15 
and or #6 above. or by departmental recommendation. 
8. Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without wrttten approval of the 
Dean, Student Academic Services. 
9. Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval of the 
department chairperson and the Dean of the College, according to guidelines established by the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs. 
Frank Hohengarten, Deal 
Student Academic Services 
Top-seeded Northern 
buries Lady Panthers 
By RYAN GIUSTI a 20-4 lead in the first seven min- the play of McCaa. Playing in the 
A.5sociate sports editor utes. final game of her career, McCaa 
A basket by Eastem's Sharon made seven of 13 shots from the 
Eastern's women's basketball Pozin at 18:22 in the first half tied floor including three of five from 3-
team couldn't pull off the upset the score at 4-4, but Northern then point range. 
against Northern Illinois in the first went on a 16-0 run over the next "I would have traded every point 
round of the Mid-Continent five minutes. for a win." McCaa said "Nonbem 
Conference post-season tournament "Nobody was kidding them- is a great team and they came out 
Thursday, but it did gain something selves thinking we were going to extremely focused today." 
else that could be valuable. come in here and blow Northern off McCaa ends her career with 506 
The No. 1 seed Huskies ran by the floor, but we hoped to at least points in an Eastern uniform and 
the No. 8 seed Lady Panthers 102- play them tough and make them played in l 01 games. 
51 in the opening game of the Mid- worry," Eastern coach Barbara Eastem's other co-captain Sher-
Con tournament being played in Hilke said. "If you can do that, you iel Brown was held to four points 
Green Bay, Wis., despite senior co- never know what will happen. and three rebounds in her final 
captain Karen McCaa's career-high Instead they came out and took game at Eastem Brown was, how-
21 points in her final collegiate control right away and we couldn't ever, selected to the second team 
game. ever get in the game." All-Mid-Continent Confer-ence 
Eastern was not expected to The Huskies extended their lead Team after averaging over 14 
advance past the first round. but it to 48-20 at halftime thanks in part points and nine rebounds per game 
still gained something that can't be to the cold shooting by Eastern. during the season. 
replaced - experience. The Lady The Lady Panthers made eight of "Our seniors did a great job 
Panthers, which finished the season 30 shots (27 percent) from the floor under some· tough conditions this 
3-24, were very young this year and in the first half. year," Hilke said. "Karen had an 
fielded a team with eight freshmen. "We tried some new wrinkles in excellent game to end her career on 
Eastern coach Barbara Hilke said our offense and they got us a few (Thursday)." 
that just being in the post-season baskets, but Northern quickly Northern will advance the sec-
tournament will give those young adjusted and shut down our offen- ond round of the tournament on 
players much needed experience. sive game plan," Hilke said. Friday when it will play 11linois-
"We've got a nucleus for next The Lady Panthers improved Chicago, a I 01-100 winner over 
year's team if they are willing to their shooting in the second half. Valparaiso Thursday. 
put in the time to get better and but still were no match for the Eastern will lose only the two co-
begin to gel as n team," Hilke said. Huskies. Senior all-conference captatns ott ot this year's team and 
"If they do that, they can take their selection Cindy Conner led six all of those freshmen will be expe-
play to the next level." Northern players who scored in rienced sophomores, giving the 
1lle Lady Panthers were hoping double figures with 21 points. Lady Panthers a hope for the future. 
to pull off what would have been Conner also grabbed six rebounds "I don't want my basketball 
the upset of the season , but the and had nine steals. E.C. Hill, the career to be over, but it can't go on 
Huskies would be no part of it. Huskies' other all-conference play- forever," McCaa said. "I hope this 
Northern, which improved to 22-5 er, added 17 points. team learns from this season and 
on the season, established itself The Lady Panthers, who com- comes back to have a great year 
right from the start, jumping out to mined 37 turnovers, were led by next year." 
KannMcCaa 
Northern I111no1s 102, EASTERN 51 
Pulbtta FG 3PT FT Rd> A TP 
Green 0-3 0-0 0-0 2 0 0 
Pozin 4-6 0-0 1-2 I 2 9 
Brown 1-6 0-0 2-4 3 I 4 
Polka 3-11 0-3 1-2 2 4 7 
McCu 7-13 3-S 4-4 2 3 21 
Swx:d 0-2 0-0 0-0 3 0 0 
Wlutc 2-4 0-0 0-0 I 0 4 
Fruicr 0-2 0-1 0-0 I 0 0 
Wilkinson 0-2 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 
Kaiser 0-1 0-1 2-2 I I 2 
Crowell 1-4 0-0 1-2 s 0 3 
8ec:k 0-1 0-0 1-4 3 0 I 
Totals l&-SS 3·10 12-20 32 II SI 
NortMrn llllnols 
Burkholder :>-9 0-0 S-<i 6 0 II 
Conner 8-12 2-2 3-6 6 4 21 
WinlJ' 6-11 0-0 2-2 8 I 14 
Teske 2-8 0-4 0-0 I 0 4 
Hill S-8 l· I 6-6 3 3 17 
Stallwonh 7-13 0-0 0-2 7 I 14 
Ponmgcr S-14 1-S 0-0 8 I 11 
Oll.<m 0-0 0-0 1-2 2 I I 
ShwanlrJ 1-3 0-0 0-0 3 8 2 
Sullivan 1-2 l·I 0-0 I I 3 
Ale under 2-7 0-0 0-0 3 I 4 
Lau 0-1 0-0 0-0 2 0 0 
Totals 40-88 S· 13 17-24 59 21 102 
Fouled out: Nonhcm;Chi~m: Easicm: Beck. 
Turnovers; Nonhcm 23. Ea.stem 37. 
1 2 F 
EASTERN 20 31 -51 
Northern Ill. 48 54 - 102 
Baseball Panthers stuck in the mud 
Weather 
threatens 
weekend 
contests 
By DON O'BRIEN 
Staff writer 
Whether or not Eastern 's base-
ball team will play this weekend is 
stiJJ up in the air. 
Wet grounds at Monier Field 
postponed a scheduled doublehead-
er earlier in the week against 
Northeastern Illinois. The Panthers 
are scheduled to play three games 
at the University of Arkansas over 
the weekend, but rain and cold may 
cancel those games as well. 
"It doesn't look good right now," 
Eastern coach Dan Callahan said. 
"I am s upposed to talk to their 
coach at 7:30 a.m. (Friday). If it's 
possible to play, we'll probably 
play one on Saturday and two on 
Sunday. (Arkansas) is way to far to 
travel and not play." 
If the games with Arkansas get 
canceled. Callahan said that be will 
try to find some alternative games. 
He said that he would travel as far 
as Kentucky or Tennessee to get 
some games in. 
KEITH FAAAOLUStaff photographer 
Eastern's Tad Smith takes some ba"ing practice Thursday at the Lantz Fieldhouse. The Panthers are sched-
.uled to play three games in Arkansas this weekend. 
Callahan said that Arkansas is an Arkansas lineup that is hitting 
one of the tougher teams that the .318 as a team. Hughes leads the 
Panthers have on their schedule this team with a .346 average with a 
season. The Razorbacks, who are 7- pair of home runs and 10 runs bat-
3, are ranked 28th in the latest poll ted in. 
by Collegiate Baseball magazine. The Panlhers will start Derek 
Arkansas, a member of the Johnson, Basil Clausen and Craig 
Southeastern Conference, is aver- Jones on the mound. Johnson 
aging nearly nine runs per game picked up one of the two Panther 
and only giving up a little over victories at Murray State last week-
three. Outfielder Bob Hughes leads end. Jones and Clausen both took 
no-decisions last weekend. 
Leading the Panthers on offense 
are third baseman Rick Royer and 
left fielder Jason Jetel. Royer 
opened bis season by collecting 
four hits and four runs batted in in 
eight at bats. Jetel collected six hits, 
all of which went for extra bases. 
The Panthers are scheduled to 
play Illinois at home on Tuesday in 
a single nine-inning game. 
National 
meet next 
for Miller, 
Cooper 
By BRIAN HARRIS 
S1aff writer 
Obadiah Cooper and Brent 
Miller will be competing in the 
NCAA track and field champi-
onships this weekend held at tbl-
Hoosier Dome in Indianapolis. 
Cooper will be running in bodl 
the 55 and 200-meter dashes, wtile 
Miller is an entrant in the 35-puWlll~ 
weight throw. 
Cooper is ranked 14th nationally 
in the 55 with a time of 6.23 sec-
onds and 16th in the 200 at 21.11 
Miller is ranked 13th in the 35-
pound weight throw with a mart fl. 
65 feet 6 1/4 inches. 
If Cooper makes the finals 
both sprints, bis will be a bus 
weekend. Friday's schedule 
him running the preliminaries 
both the 55 (12:45 p.m.) and 
200 (3:45 p.m.). The semi-final 
the 55 and the final of the 200 
also held later on Friday. The 
final will be run late Saturday ni 
"He'll have a busy weeken( 
coach Neil Moore said. "But I' 
sure he doesn't mind. He is 
in the 200 and has been very 
sistent in the 55 all year." 
The preliminaries and the 
of the weight throw will be a 
hour apart Saturday afternoon. 
preliminaries will see two fli 
with the cop eight advancing to 
final. 
Cooper and Moore left C 
leston early Thursday in order 
practice on the Hoosier Dome 
track, which features banked 
Miller. however. will not get 
until a few hours before he 
scheduled to throw. 
"I'm jusl treating this like a 
lar meet," Miller said. ··1 don't 
to be messing around with 
or anything. My dad is coming 
from Tennessee. He. my bro 
and I are just going to drive up 
Saturday." 
"Brent is well rested and 
been able to work out some · 
over the last couple of week 
Moore said. "He will be go· 
against some excellent com 
lion." 
The difference between C 
and Miller, as for as cxpcctali 
are concerned, is 1hat Cooper 
more focused on placing high 
Miller just wants to get his 
throw of the season. 
"I want to win the natio 
championship in the 55," C 
said. "ln fact, if I feel real good 
the heats (of the 55), then I'll 
out of the 200. We're all about 
same speed. In a race that short, • 
just a matter of who's having 
best day." 
'Tm not real concerned • 
how I place," Miller said. "As 
as I throw good I'll be happy. If 
do your best and get beat., thal 
means the other person is 
than you." 
The time differences betw 
Cooper's best times in the SS 
200 and top seeds' times in 
sprims are exactly same. 
